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ABSTRACT
Most building automation systems operate with settings based on design assumptions with
fixed operational schedules and fixed occupancy, when in fact both schedules and occupancy
levels vary dynamically. In particular, the heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system
provides a minimum ventilation airflow calculated for the maximum room capacity, when rooms
are rarely fully occupied. Energy is wasted by over-supplying and conditioning air that is not
required, which also leads to thermal discomfort. In higher educational institutions, where
classroom occupancy goals vary from 60% to 80% of their maximum capacity, potential savings
are substantial. Existing occupancy and schedule information from academic registration can be
integrated with the facility data and the building automation system, allowing dynamic resetting
of the controllers. This dissertation provides a methodology to reduce HVAC energy consumption
by using occupancy information from the academic registrar. The methodology integrates three
energy conservation strategies: shortening schedules, modifying thermostat settings and reducing
the minimum airflow. Analysis of the proposed solution includes an economic benefit estimation
at a campus level with validation through an experimental study performed on a LEED platinum
building. Experiment results achieved an electricity savings of 39% and a natural gas savings of
31% for classrooms’ air conditioning consumption. Extending these savings to the campus level
yields 164 MWh of electricity savings per year, 48MMBtu natural gas savings per year, 35.16
MTCO2 of greenhouse gases emissions reduction per year, approximately $20k economic savings
per year.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes motivation and goals, contributions to the literature and includes a
dissertation outline that explains the flow of content of this thesis.
1.1

Motivation and Goals

Commercial buildings are responsible for 19% of the United States’ primary energy consumption
(U.S. EIA, 2016) with a total of 8,116 million square meters of floor space (U.S. EIA, 2014a), and
an annual primary energy consumption of 19.26 Billion GJ (U.S. EIA, 2014b). Forty nine percent
of the total building energy is consumed by heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems (U.S. EIA, 2016). Thus, energy savings strategies for HVAC systems in commercial
buildings are important on a national scale. Moreover, between 2003 and 2012 there was a 14%
increase in the number of buildings and a 21% increase in floorspace, suggesting that energy
consumption from buildings is an issue that is growing in importance (U.S. EIA, 2014a).
Although HVAC systems should provide thermal comfort, post-occupancy research over 370
commercial buildings around the world (70% in the U.S.) showed that only 11% of the buildings
met the criteria that no more than 20% of building occupants be dissatisfied (Brager & Baker,
2009). Currently, many of these buildings have a building automation system (BAS), however the
HVAC system operates with fixed settings, including a fixed operating hours and a fixed airflow
supply schedule (Argarwal et al., 2011). These settings are specified during the design stage to
achieve the requirements from standards.

For example, the ASHRAE 62.1 ventilation for

acceptable indoor air quality establishes a prescriptive method called the Ventilation Rate
1

Procedure to calculate the minimum required ventilation for a space (ASHRAEb, 2016). A
common design practice is to use the maximum capacity of the space or maximum allowable
occupancy to determine the minimum airflow rate, when in fact most of the rooms are never fully
occupied during the whole day. Additionally, those designs that pursue the LEED BD+C
certification usually add an extra 30% ventilation to the ASHRAE 62.1 calculations (USGBC,
2009). As concluded by Liu et al. (2012) occupancy varies dynamically, and spaces are often
unoccupied, which produces over-ventilation causing thermal discomfort and wasted energy. This
leads to a research question: If current settings do not provide thermal comfort, how much energy
would be saved by higher educational institutions by employing dynamic settings accounting for
occupancy information aimed to provide increased thermal comfort?
The updated ASHRAE 62.1 – 2016 allows dynamic operation by adjusting the settings according
to real operation. Existing methods that provide real occupancy information include counting
sensors, camera detectors, CO2 sensors, infrared detectors, wireless data and baggage detectors
(Yang et al., 2016, Ebadat, 2013, Yoshiike et al. 1999).

Although these technologies are

promising, none fully meets the needs for both adequate accuracy and affordability (Liu et al.,
2012). Since organizations like hotels, convention centers and educational institutions usually store
occupancy and schedule data of prior and future events, the HVAC system could operate
dynamically with stochastic or deterministic models using this occupancy information.
Educational institutions have academic registration data that collects classroom enrollment,
schedule and location. In higher educational institutions where occupancy goals for lecture
classrooms vary from 60% to 80% of their maximum capacity, the opportunities to reduce energy
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consumption and improve thermal comfort are substantial. However, it is not clear how accurate
occupancy information is during class sessions, and whether it is possible to prevent under
ventilation by using the proposed control method.
The focus of this dissertation is to provide a methodology for energy conservation in higher
educational institutions that integrates existing occupancy information with the building
automation systems that could be applied across university campuses. As part of the development
of the control method, thermal comfort and accuracy of occupancy information are evaluated.
1.2

Thesis Contributions

This thesis makes three major contributions:
•

First, it provides a methodology for implementation of occupancy based controls, and
presents economic and environmental benefits across a model university campus. This
includes actual cost information to implement the proposed control. Additionally, the
energy estimations are validated through an experiment. There is no current research on
this subject that provides this level of analysis at a campus level that could be used as a
reference for facility managers at other institutions for higher education.

•

Second, in the area of occupancy modeling, based on data collection from campuses at a
state level, it provides a probabilistic model for classroom lectures at higher educational
institutions that could be used as a reference for energy building simulation. Currently,
there is not a standard occupancy schedule for institutions of higher education, only for
grade schools. Additionally, considering that occupancy information may not be precise,
a method to calculate uncertainty for unexpected occupancy is also proposed.
3

•

Third, in the area of thermal comfort, this work provides recommended thermostat settings
calculated for different climate zones for commercial buildings based on a combination of
the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) Method and a function between outdoor temperature and
clothing insulation. Current thermal comfort analysis in occupancy-based control and
current design practice overlooks variations by climate zone and clothing. Additionally,
potential savings by improving thermostat settings across the United States is presented.

As mentioned, this dissertation provides a methodology for energy conservation in higher
educational institutions that integrates existing occupancy information to the building automation
systems which could be applied across university campuses. The proposed method includes three
energy efficiency strategies that can be implemented using occupancy information: i) shortening
the HVAC operational schedules, ii) modifying thermostat temperature settings and iii) reducing
the minimum outdoor airflow rate. As the method is described, it answers these specific research
questions:
•

How to design a data driven HVAC control system that accounts for occupancy
information and uncertainty of data?

•

What thermostat settings are appropriate in commercial settings to deliver comfort in
different climactic situations?

•

How much energy would be saved in university buildings by the above dynamic HVAC
control?

•

What are the economic and environmental benefits of the proposed HVAC control?

4

This thesis overall includes the following outcomes:
•

Improves the HVAC operation by integrating the occupancy information from the
academic registrar, which includes an uncertainty factor to avoid under-ventilation.

•

Identifies predictors for average enrollment based on collected data from the State
University New York system.

•

Provides three energy efficiency strategies derived from occupancy information
integration, including recommendations for thermal comfort.

•

Provides a methodology for investment estimation, economical savings and greenhouse
gas emissions reductions at a campus level.

•
1.3

Evaluates of the performance of the proposed method through an experimental study.
Dissertation Outline

The dissertation describes the listed contributions; each chapter includes an introduction, review
of the literature and conclusion of the chapter. Figure 1-1 presents the flow of the chapters.
In Chapter 2 the proposed methodology to develop a data driven ventilation reset control is
introduced, this includes the required data to be integrated to the Building Automation System. It
includes sections with a technical description of each strategy: 2.3 Shortening HVAC schedules,
2.4 Modifying thermostat temperature range, 2.5 Reducing the minimum VAV terminal box
damper airflow rate, and 2.6 Rule Based Control providing the control logic. Chapter 3 shows the
work done in occupancy modeling using a negative binomial model, a probabilistic model used
for count data. The model analyzes predictors for average enrollment using space utilization data
from the State University of New York system (SUNY) and Rochester Institute of Technology’s
5

(RIT) academic registrar data and proposes a model using parameters from the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES). The chapter also includes a methodology to calculate uncertainty
from occupancy information by auditing real classroom occupancy data.
Chapter 2.
Data driven reset
control
2.2 Data integration

Chapter 3.
Occupancy
Information

Chapter 4.
Economic and
environmental benefits

Chapter 5.
Validation Experiment

3.2 NB SUNY and RIT
model

3.2 Potential Energy
Savings

5.1 Experiment Plan

3.3 NB with NCES
parameters

3.3 Estimated
Investment

5.2 Experiment Results

2.4 Temperature
2.5 VAV Airflow

3.4 Uncertainty factor

3.5 Environmental
benefits

5.3 Discussion

Control variables
2.3 Schedule

2.6 VAV Rule based
control

VAV – Variable Air Terminal Volume box, NB – Negative Binomial Model, NCES - National Center for Education
Statistics

Figure 1-1 Dissertation chapter flow.
Chapter 4 proposes a model to estimate potential energy savings, investment, economic savings
and environmental benefits at the campus level. As an example, potential savings at Rochester
Institute of Technology are presented, which include savings estimation for 125 classrooms for 5
types of systems. The analysis is focused on sensible heat, with heating, cooling and ventilation
energy savings calculations at room level. Economic savings include calculation of a discounted
payback period and environmental savings as an estimation of greenhouse gas reductions are also
provided.

Chapter 5 includes a performance evaluation of the energy savings, to validate the

ventilation energy savings from Chapter 4.

The chapter shows an experimental study at the

Golisano Institute for Sustainability’s (GIS) building by modifying settings in four classrooms.
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The experiment is set up for four stages each one implemented for one week during a spring
semester. The experiment results are conditioned to outdoor air temperature and existing systems;
however, they provide results that allow confirmation of the savings hypothesis. Lastly, Chapter
6 summarizes the conclusions from results from Chapter 4 and 5 and proposes future work.
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2

DEVELOPMENT OF A DATA-DRIVEN RESET CONTROL

This chapter provides a design for a dynamic HVAC control method that accounts for occupancy
information. Additionally, thermostat settings are identified that will provide appropriate comfort
levels in different climatic situations.
2.1

Introduction

Most modern building automation systems consider different variables to provide thermal comfort,
such as outdoor air temperature and occupant presence. This allows a steady system operation,
however, most of the controllers do not have the information to know how energy use is influenced
by changes in occupancy (U.S. DOE, 2016). There is prior work to adjust the operation of the
HVAC system by using different technologies such as counting sensors, Bluetooth beacons and
CO2 sensors as summarized by Liu et al. (2012). Although counting sensors may provide precise
occupancy information the cost of its implementation, around $5k per unit, is their main
disadvantage. Meanwhile, counting people from Wi-Fi logins, RFIDs or from Bluetooth beacons
must deal with data privacy regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation, which
requires consents from users (Tankard, 2016). CO2 based demand control ventilation is the most
common of the demand-controlled strategies. However, it only controls the outdoor air damper
on the air handling unit instead of controlling ventilation of individual zones. Additionally, the
CO2 sensors usually require frequent recalibration (Liu et al., 2012). Inaccurate CO2 sensing may
introduce significant errors (Jones et al, 1997), especially in spaces with high-density zones like
educational buildings, where large population changes can result in small variation of the CO2
concentration (Stanke, 2010). In more recent years, several occupancy-based control models have
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been proposed using historical data or probabilistic models combining occupancy models with
other features like outdoor weather and energy cost with the objective to minimize energy
consumption. Mirakhorli and Dong (2016) collected information from 29 occupancy-based
controls studies which included Rule Based Control (RBC), where control inputs are based on “if
condition, then action” based on delta measurement from sensors, and Model Predictive Control
(MPC), which can predict the requirements of the system and compute control actions by
optimizing a cost function depending on these predictions (Oldewurtel et al., 2011, Ma et al.,
2012). As suggested by Salsbury et al. (2013) a MPC model can be built including economic
considerations like the times and prices of the peak load, occupancy load measurement, air quality,
and humidity control. Goyal et al. (2015) made a comparison between RBC and MPC concluding
that RBC performs as well as MPC on energy savings, but that even with perfect occupancy
prediction, the MPC model did not provided significant benefits. Similarly, Mirakhorli and Dong
(2016) observed that although MPC could provide savings higher than RBC, the optimization
problem required by an MPC can increase computational cost and probabilities of error.
Additionally, preconditioning a large room for a few number of occupants may not represent a
total benefit. Therefore, the method chosen for our solution is the RBC control method. This
section presents a Rule Based Control Solution that integrates three sources of information:
building automation system, facility inventory data and event data with the goal to dynamically
update the existing Variable Air Volume (VAV) control settings with the required operational
demand updated with occupancy information provided by events data. Event data can be found in
organizations like, hotels, convention centers and educational institutions.

9

The ASHRAE Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Applications Handbook (ASHRAEf,
2003) includes terminology and description for supervisory control strategies and is the main
reference for this sub section.
HVAC systems usually have two levels of controls: a) lower level which is a local-loop control
with an actuator/controller that modifies a single set point and b) supervisory control which
specifies set points and other time dependent modes of operation. Figure 2-1 shows the air
distribution system which include terminal units like the Variable Air Volume units, the air
handling units (AHU), ducts and controls. In each AHU the outdoor air is mixed with return air
from the rooms and then it is cooled or heated by the cooling/heating coils. A low level control
modifies the cooling/heating coil valves to maintain or reach a set point temperature. Then the air
is sent to the variable air volume (VAV) terminal box, whose role is to regulate the airflow to each
zone to maintain zone temperature. The VAV controller modifies the airflow of the room to keep
the setpoint temperature, dampers inside the VAV regulate the airflow. The VAV controller
usually includes a feedback control of the AHU airflow to maintain a duct static pressure set point.
Meanwhile a local loop-controller maintains specific setpoints, the supervisory controller of the
VAV establishes modes of operation and allows values of setpoints to be reset.
To forecast the HVAC system requirements, most methods require predictions that are an
estimated function of time-varying input variable that affect the conditioning of the room: 1)
ambient dry bulb temperature, 2) ambient wet bulb temperature, 3) solar radiation, 4) building
occupancy and 5) wind speed. Methods that include these time-varying measured inputs are called
deterministic methods. The mentioned input variables are not easy to collect or they are expensive
10

too measure, so not all the inputs are always used. The proposed control in this thesis is a
deterministic method that uses occupancy data as an input, Chapter 3 shows a comparison between
a probabilistic and deterministic method for occupancy.
A direct digital control (DDC) system, receives the input from the sensors, performs a logic, and
produces an output (Battelle, 2016). The DDC controllers are put in a network together so they
can communicate one to the other through protocols like BACnet, Lonworks, or Modbus.
2.2

Occupancy information integration

There are different types of organizations whose main activities are scheduled in advance. For
example, educational organizations must schedule classes and students per semester, hotels must
book rooms and guests per day, conference centers must schedule events and attendees. All these
organizations store their event information in their databases. When the databases are accessible,
it is possible to collect the data from the event schedule and link it with the space inventory. The
building space inventory provides data of the space: room ID, maximum capacity and room area.
Meanwhile the event schedule database, like the academic registrar data, provides information of
the event: location of the event - room ID, event population and the time of the event. When there
is a building automation system (BAS), the organizational database also contains the setpoints of
the systems which are used to control individual VAV controllers at room level. Figure 2-1 shows
and scheme to reset the controller settings.
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Sensors
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AHU
Damper

Ø

Ø

VAV j(i)

VAV j(i)

Distributed
air (cfm)

Building Automation System Data
Room ID, VAV ID
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Temperature cooling & heating setpoints (Thtg, Tclg )

Occupancy Sensor

Room-i

Room -

Ø
Exhaust Air (EA)

Organizational Databases

Rule Based
Control Algorithm

Return Air (RA)

Control Inputs (Airflow rate, T° and schedule)
Unnocupied (cfm, Thtgu, Tclgu)
Occupied scheduled (cfm-schd, Thtgo, Tclgo)
Occupied designed (cfm-design, Thtgo, Tclgo)
Occupied standby (cfm-min, Thtgo, Tclgo)

Figure 2-1 Scheme to integrate occupancy information to variable air volume terminal box
controller

The following are the main information and requirements for a successful integration:
-

The main protocols of the system: BACnet, Modbus, Lonworks, etc.;

-

The architecture of the network: Device to Device, Device to Router, Device to Virtual
Device;

-

The type of organizational database to manage the occupancy data: SQLite, sMAP, Mongo,
etc.;

-

The location of the devices, ID, room, etc.;

-

The control logic of the system from the AHU to the VAV, interaction of VAV with
sensors, default settings (eg. pressure, thermostat setpoints, occupancy and CO2 sensors,
etc.);
12

-

All the sensors and devices must be network visible with data available to build trends.

Most modern energy management systems allow for the integration of outside environment
conditions, such as airport weather data (U.S. DOE, 2016). However, the integration capability
depends on the BAS and permissions from the Database Administrator and the Facility Manager.
We identify three methods to do the integration:
-

Use the existing BAS configuration, similar to the integration to weather databases. For
example, the BAS brand Automatic Logic Controls (ALC) allows the BAS to connect to
weather databases using an add-on built into their software.

-

Use RESTful web services to retrieve information from the agents connected to the BAS.
The data can be exported through a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) into
applications such as Microsoft Excel. This feature also allows importing information from
Excel to set values on the building (Automated Logic, 2011).

-

Use a driver from an open source software such as Yabe (Yet Another Bacnet Explorer,
2014) or VOLTTRON (U.S. Department of Energy, 2014b) to connect and modify the
device setpoints directly.

Usually every physical device has its own logic controller, which processes the sensed data and
commands the actuators to take actions like regulating the damper position for controlling the
airflow rate (Goyal et. al, 2016). Overwriting the controller setpoints to dynamic setpoints can be
done by the proposed methods, adding a higher level controller that includes an application and
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software that calculates or includes the new algorithm. A prototype to modify the VAV controller
operation integrating a classroom schedule by using a raspberry pi and an occupancy sensor was
developed

using

VOLTTRON,

the

code

can

be

found

at

https://github.com/loulupe/volttron/tree/Report1.

Data integration requires programming configuration inside and outside the BAS, which can be a
challenge, since the requirements will vary depending on the provider of the BAS, the protocols
of the system, the configuration of the database and authorization to access each component. For
example, VOLTTRON drivers are able to directly override the settings of the controller depending
on the architecture of the BAS system and if the Facility Manager grants permission to do so. At
Rochester Institute of Technology, it was not possible to use VOLTTRON, since its python library,
BacPypes, was not able to support BACnet/IP Broadcast Management Device (BBMD) which is
a type of BAS architecture. Meanwhile, Yabe and the SOAP interface were able to modify the
settings over the network. Overall, the architecture preferred by the campus Facility Manager was
to use webservices, so the ventilation schedule could be provided as a BACnet object, similar to
the existing integration of the weather station data to the air handling units. This work requires a
multidisciplinary team that includes an energy engineer that is knowledgeable about the operation
of the HVAC systems, a software engineer who is able to integrate the databases and build BACnet
objects; and a control engineer who is able to program inside the building automation system.
Figure 2-2 shows the different activities to be performed by the team from data input to data output
including integration and accessing building energy consumption trends.
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In parallel to working on the data integration, the controls engineer with the energy engineer or
HVAC specialist must confirm that the existing building controllers would allow for the
implementation of the proposed strategies. The strategies proposed are based in the following
assumptions and systems:
-

Classrooms can be controlled independently and are connected to a building automation
system;

-

Ventilation is distributed through variable air volume terminals (VAV), with a controller
that allows the modulation of damper opening and control pressure;

-

Each classroom has a thermostat, where settings can be controlled from the building
automation system;

-

The air handling unit is able to regulate total airflow requests based on classroom VAV
airflow request;

-

For measurement and verification of savings, airflow, discharge temperature and outdoor
temperature is recorded.

Under these assumptions, the following sections describe three proposed energy efficiency
strategies using occupancy information.
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Figure 2-2 Data Input and Data Output requirements for software development – RIT Energy Lead
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errors

POTENTIAL SAVINGS
Report potential savings from each
intervention

ENERGY BASELINE
By building: Report Energy
Peak kW, Energy kWh,
kWh/building area

MERGE EVENT DATA
Building ID - Room ID -VAV
& AHU IDs & settings Meter & Sensors IDs

SPACE DATA
Room ID, Max #People, Type of
Room, Building ID, Building Area
CenterStone
By circuit: Report Energy
Peak kW, Energy kWh

VENTILATION
Ventilation Schedule for
AHU and VAV. New
settings are transcripted as
BACnet objects.

VENTILATION
Report Space Use. Histogram by
building. Build Ventilation
Schedule
Recommend intervention

INITIAL SETTINGS
Report initial Schedule, AHU
and VAV airflow settings vs.
Max #People

CLEAN DATA
Errors Max Cap, Type of
Space, Duplicity of courses,
Missing Data
Report and fix errors

CLASS SCHEDULE
Room ID, Classroom Schedule,
Schedule #People, Real # People,
Type of Room, Time/Day
Oracle + EMS

TIME STAMP

4. NEW
SETTINGS FOR
INTERVENTIONS

3. VENTILATION SCHEDULE
AND THERMOSTAT SETTINGS

2. SETTINGS BASELINE
AND ENERGY BASELINE

1A. IMPORT DATA

1B. INTEGRATE DATA

NEW SETTINGS

DATA OUTPUT
ALGORITHMS

DATA INPUT
BASELINE
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2.3

Shortening HVAC schedules

With occupancy information, we can significantly reduce the operation of the whole building
system including lighting, plug loads, HVAC, water, etc. The HVAC schedule can be shortened
by a daily or an hourly schedule at the campus, building or room level, depending on the flexibility
of the existing scheduling BAS settings, the following are two alternatives of operation:
•

Fixed schedule at building level based on historical occupancy information. Time use profiles
by category and size of classrooms could be used to shorten the schedules at a campus level.
However, as Figure 2-3 shows, the percentage of average classrooms used during operational
hours (from 7am to 10pm) could vary between 35% for the lowest day (Friday) to 52% for the
highest use day (Tuesday) during Fall 2009 for the peak and lowest use day in the SUNY
system. The HVAC schedule could be fixed at a building level for the average schedules,
which could be done manually by the operator, however it is recommended that this is
complemented with occupancy sensors so the classrooms that are not being used could operate
in unoccupied mode. Also, the occupancy sensors would help to prevent lack of operation
when classrooms are used outside of regularly scheduled hours.

At the RIT campus,

scheduling is done manually, the Facility Manager sets up an estimated operational schedule
for each building, which usually starts at 8am and finishes between 5pm to midnight. The
newest buildings on RIT’s campus have occupancy sensors installed in each classroom which
modify the operation of lighting and VAVs, however the HVAC system still operates with the
estimated operational schedule. This setup is considered the baseline for the experiment to be
presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 2-3 Average classroom time use profile for SUNY Fall 2009 system and RIT campus
Fall 2014.
•

Dynamic schedule at room level with actual occupancy information: When the building
automation system is able to set up schedules at a room level, the BAS can be complemented
with BACnet scheduling interface add-ons that are already available in the market, for example
Automated Logic Controls (ALC) has an available add-on to schedule operation using outlook
calendar (Automatic Controls, 2018), other add-ons are SchoolDude, Events2HVAC, which
can be connected to the BAS for facility and event management (Automatic Controls, 2017).
The disadvantage of these add-ons is that they are proprietary software and they lack the
capability to connect to different sources of databases. Still to develop a dynamic scheduling,
there is a need to integrate data from different sources as explained in the previous section.

Despite the level of intervention, the goal of shortening the HVAC schedule should be to reduce
energy consumption while also maintaining thermal comfort, which should be provided when there
is occupancy. If the room temperature is between the lower and upper set point temperature when
the room is unoccupied, energy may be wasted. However, the room should be already conditioned
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when it will be occupied, which explains the need of an “optimal start time” (Yang et al., 2003).
The optimal starts is an option from modern controllers, which are able to determine the optimal
start to turn on the HVAC system for heating or for cooling, based in historical data, which allows
pre-cooling or pre-heating. Also, newer buildings at Rochester Institute of Technology already
include controllers with this feature, however it is still necessary to determine the thermostat
settings to provide comfort during heating and cooling seasons.
2.4

Modifying thermostat temperature range

The goal of modifying the indoor temperature is to improve thermal comfort with wider thermostat
temperature range, increasing the heating setpoint and decreasing the cooling setpoints during
occupied hours. Currently setpoints are set to 71°F (21°C). Thermostat settings are designed
according to the Thermal Comfort Standard - ASHRAE 55, based on the Predicted Mean Vote
(PMV) model (ASHRAEd, 2016). PMV is a measure of occupant’s comfort, using a scale that
ranges from +3 to -3 (+3 = hot, +2 = warm, +1 = slightly warm, 0 = neutral, -1 = slightly cool, -2
= cool, -3 = cold). The model predicts PMV as a function of six variables: metabolic rate (met),
clothing insulation (Icl), relative humidity (RH), air temperature (ta), radiant temperature (tr) and
air speed (Va). According to the standard, compliance is achieved if -0.5<PMV<0.5, which also
means that thermal satisfaction is obtained inside a threshold with a maximum air temperature
related to PMV =+0.5 and minimum air temperature related to PMV=-0.5. This model, initially
proposed by Fanger in 1970, has been widely used to determine thermostat settings (Yang et al.,
2014). However, post-occupancy research has shown dissatisfaction far higher than that allowed
by the standard (Brager and Baker, 2009).
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A variety of field studies (Humphrey and Nicol, 1998; de Dear and Brager, 1998) found that any
thermal model should reflect a human thermal adaptation based on outdoor temperature as they
found a correlation between the indoor comfort temperature and the mean outdoor temperature.
Since the PMV model did not include a variable related to outdoor temperature, a function of
clothing insulation to the outdoor temperature was included in the standard ASHRAE 55-2013.
In the PMV model, clothing insulation (Icl) could vary between 0 to 2 clo, but most designers of
building mechanical systems usually select two values 0.5 clo for summer (e.g. short sleeve shirt
and trousers) and 1.0 clo for winter (e.g. long sleeve shirt, sweater and long trousers). This
assumption neglects geographical differences in climate: in winter an occupant in New York wears
heavier clothes than one in Florida. Usually occupants change clothing across season, according
to weather conditions, so clothing insulation values should change with outdoor temperature.
Therefore, settings in cold climate zones should not be the same as warm climate zones. From the
ASHRAE existing building database, Schiavon and Lee (2013) found a relationship between
outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. (ta(out,6)) and clothing insulation (Icl) (Equation 2-1), which has
been included in the ASHRAE 55-2013 (ASHRAEd, 2013):
For 𝑡𝑎(out,6) < −5°C

I𝑐𝑙 = 1

2-1

For − 5°C ≤ 𝑡𝑎(out,6) < 5°C I𝑐𝑙 = 0.818 − 0.0364 𝑡𝑎(out,6)
For 5°C ≤ 𝑡𝑎(out,6) < 26°C I𝑐𝑙 = 10(−0.1635−0.0066 𝑡𝑎(out,6))
For 𝑡𝑎(out,6) ≥ 26°C
I𝑐𝑙 = 0.46

To build the relationship, four variables are fixed to represent characteristics of commercial
buildings such as offices, restaurants and education facilities. Based on Dear and Brager’s (1998)
analysis of existing mechanical conditioned buildings from the ASHRAE database, we assume:
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met = 1.2 met (metabolic rate for seated person), Va= 0.1 m/s, RH = 50%, ta = tr. Under these
assumptions, the mean radiant temperature is equal to the air temperature, which also represents
the thermostat settings (th). With these four variables fixed, the two remaining variables, clothing
insulation (Icl) and air temperature (ta) that will provide comfort in the range of -0.5<PMV<0.5,
are found using the Center for the Built Environment’s (CBE) Thermal Comfort Tool (Hoyt et al.,
2013). As each value varies with clothing insulation, from the relationship between outdoor
temperature at 06:00 a.m. and the selected clothing by occupants, two functions are built relating
the maximum and minimum thermostat setting (th) to the outdoor temperature at 6 a.m. (ta(out,6))
with the highest value of PMV<0.5 or PMV >-0.5 (Eq. 2-2 ).
Maximum Thermostat Setting °C (Max 𝑡ℎ ) = 0.08 𝑡𝑎(out,6) + 24.4

2-2

Minimum Thermostat Setting °C (Min 𝑡ℎ ) = 0.12 𝑡𝑎(out,6) + 20.9
With these two functions, the maximum and minimum thermostat settings can be selected
according to the outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. These thermostat settings are expected to result
in a percentage of dissatisfied population less than 20% and can be applied for any city in any
climate zone or building where occupants are mostly seated (e.g. restaurants, office buildings, and
educational buildings).
The 2003 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey(2003 CBECS) divides the U.S. into
five climate zones. The CBECS climate zones are aggregations of climate divisions as defined by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which in turn are regions within
a state that are as climatically homogeneous as possible. Each NOAA climate division is placed
into one of five CBECS climate zones based on its 30-year average heating degree-days (HDD)
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and cooling degree-days (CDD) for the period 1971 through 2000 (U.S. EIA, 2003). Climate Zone
1 has less than 2,000 CDD and greater than 7,000 HDD, Zone 2 has less than 2000 CDD and
5,500–7,000 HDD, Zone 3 has less than 2,000 CDD and 4,000–5,499 HDD, and Zone 5 has at
least 2,000 CDD and less than 4000 HDD. With Equation 2-2, the thermostat settings are
calculated using the historical weather profiles of 14 cities, settings are changed on an eQUEST
baseline model to calculate the potential energy savings for office buildings and restaurants. Table
2-1 summarizes the recommended thermostat settings by climate zone by Gutierrez and Williams

(2016). They found that depending on the climate zone, each degree increase in the summer saves
0.6% to 0.5% of total building electricity consumption and each degree the winter setting is
lowered saves 1.2%–8.7% of total building natural gas consumption (See Appendix, B).
Table 2-1 Recommended thermostat settings range by climate zone

Climate Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Recommended Thermostat Settings by
Climate Zone
Winter (°F)
Summer (°F)
68 – 75
73 – 79
68 – 75
73 – 79
70 – 75
73 – 79
70 – 77
75 – 79
72 – 77
75 – 80

Fixed variables: metabolic rate = 1.2 met, air velocity = 0.1 m/s, relative humidity = 50% and air temperature = mean
radiant temperature = thermostat settings. The temperature range corresponds to −0.5 < Predicted Mean Vote (PMV)
<0.5.

The recommended settings can be used as a reference for the control method, they could be fixed
settings for cooling and heating season, or they could be update d dynamically by outdoor
temperature variations. This would depend on the thermostat device and interface with the
building automation system.

Most modern thermostats allow the user to override settings for
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unoccupied and occupied modes (Automated Logic, 2017), therefore four thermostat settings
could be defined: Occupied heating setpoint (Thtgo), Occupied cooling setpoint (Tclgo),
Unoccupied heating setpoint (Thtgu) and Unoccupied cooling setpoint (Tclgu). Where Thtgu
could be lower than the winter recommended setting in Table 2-1, and Tclgu could he higher than
the summer recommended setting. At Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) campus, there is
already a policy to widen the thermostat settings, which are in the recommended settings threshold
from Table 2-1 for climate zone 1. Additionally, during summer, RIT’s thermostat settings are
wider to reduce peak demand during peak demand hours. Since there are thermostat saving
strategies put in place at RIT, the existing settings would be kept as fixed settings for cooling and
heating seasons for the estimation (Chapter 5) and experiment at this campus (Chapter 6).

2.5

Reducing the minimum VAV terminal box damper airflow rate

The ASHRAE 62.1 (ASHRAEb, 2016) allows dynamic resetting of the ventilation as operating
conditions change. Using calculations from the Ventilation Rate Procedure and the Appendix A
of the Standard 62.1 User Manual (ASHRAEc, 2016), the following formulas summarize the main
calculations to reset minimum zone outdoor airflow (Voz) at the Variable Air Volume (VAV)
terminal box controller and the zone primary outdoor air fraction (Zpz):
𝑉𝑜𝑧 =
Zpz =

(𝑅𝑝 𝑍𝑝 + 𝑅𝑎 𝐴𝑧 )
𝐸𝑧

2-3

Voz

Vpz

where
Ez=zone air distribution effectiveness (usually between 0.8 to 1.0)
Zp=zone population
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Rp=outdoor air rate=3.8L/s.person (7.5 cfm/person)
Az=area of classroom
Ra=area outdoor air rate=0.3 L/s.m2 (0.06 cfm/ft2)
Vpz = primary airflow to the zone including outdoor air and recirculated air (L/s or cfm)
The zone population (Zp) is equivalent to the classroom enrollment pulled from the academic
registrar database plus an uncertainty value to avoid under-ventilation. Integrating the academic
registrar database with the facility inventory which contains the area of the room (Az) and
maximum capacity, allows the calculation of the actual required primary airflow to the zone (Voz)
for every scheduled class. The calculated airflow rate can be provided as a schedule of ventilation
to the building automation system as a BACnet point to override the Variable Air Volume (VAV)
controller settings as its minimum airflow setting, given that the VAV controller is connected to a
thermostat to allow heating or cooling settings and to an occupancy sensor to determine occupancy
or inoccupancy. For lecture classrooms and lecture halls, the standard also allows for the reduction
of ventilation air to zero when the space is in occupied-standby mode, which is when the space is
unoccupied during operational hours. For other types of spaces, the airflow shall not be less than
the building component (RaAz) (ASHRAEb).
There are certain mechanical limitations for VAV boxes with Direct Digital Controls (DDC),
which use a pressure sensor signal to calculate the flow from the differential pressure airflow to
modify the damper opening over the network; as the velocity of air decreases the differential
pressure becomes difficult to measure, limiting the control’s ability to interpret the airflow. Thus,
there is a minimum realistic airflow which a VAV box can reliably control airflow, which for VAV
boxes with DDC it can be as low as 10% to 20% of the maximum (ASHRAEa, 2016, pg. 203).
Also, this reduction to zero will depend on the equipment at the zone level, if air is distributed by
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Chilled Beams or Induction units, these usually require a minimum airflow to induce sufficient
room airflow to offset sensible load (Murphy et al., 2009).
Greater savings can be obtained when adjusting the outdoor air fraction at the air handling unit. If
actual occupancy data for all the spaces served by the air handling unit is a constraint for the
proposed solution, spaces without specified data could be assumed as fully occupied (e.g.
classroom schedule + max. capacity offices + max. capacity multipurpose, etc.). The following
formulas summarize the main calculations of the minimum outdoor air flow rate (Vot) that could
be used to override the setting at the Air Handling Unit controller level (ASHRAEb, 2016):
V𝑜𝑢 = D

∑
𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠

𝑋𝑠 = (

𝑉𝑜𝑢
) ,
𝑉𝑝𝑠

V𝑜𝑢
V𝑜𝑡 = ( ) ,
𝐸v

𝑉𝑜𝑧 ,

D=

𝑃𝑠
∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑧

𝑉𝑝𝑠 =

∑

𝑉𝑝𝑧

2-4

2-5

𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠

𝐸v = 1 + 𝑋𝑠 − max (𝑍𝑝𝑧 )

2-6

where:
Vou = Uncorrected outdoor airflow
Ps = Total system population from design
Σall zones Pz = Actual system actual occupancy
Xs = average outdoor air fraction
max (Zpz) = Largest zone primary outdoor air fraction between all zones served by the system
Vot = Outdoor air intake flow rate for the ventilation system
Ev = System ventilation efficiency
2.6

Rule Based Control

The proposed rule based control method has been built based on an existing VAV control logic
used at RIT’s building automation system (Leo J. Roth Corporation, 2013), equipped with an
occupancy sensor to verify presence, and a zone thermostat to control the damper opening. The
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current controller can manage time schedules for each room, which is mainly used to set up
holidays to turn off the equipment. For universities, where the classroom schedule is determined
twice per semester (at the start of the semester and after add/drop) the calculations are not
computationally intensive, a 5 minute schedule including an airflow schedule calculated outside
the building automation system (BAS) is then provided over web services. This is done in a similar
way as the transmission of weather data to the BAS. The thermostat provides thermal comfort by
modulating the airflow request and modifying the heating and cooling valve coils according to the
temperature settings which can be defined as thresholds for heating and cooling operation mode
for occupied and unoccupied hours, these values can be determined according the thermal comfort
standard ASHRAE 55 (ASHRAEd, 2017). The following four operation modes are defined:
1. Occupied Scheduled Mode:

When a classroom is scheduled and the sensor indicates

occupied condition, the supply air damper opens and modulates to maintain the designed
discharge static pressure (eg. 0.018 psi - 0.5 in H2O) providing the calculated airflow for the
scheduled occupancy (cfm-schd), calculated from equation 2-3. If zone temperature is lower
than the heating setpoint (Thtgo), the heating coil valve modulates to maintain the setpoint. If
zone temperature is greater than the cooling setpoint (Tclgo), the cooling coil valve modulates
to maintain the setpoint.
2. Unoccupied Mode: When a classroom is scheduled to be unoccupied, damper, heating and
cooling coil valves are closed (cfm-min-op=0). If Zone Temperature is below the setback
setpoint for unoccupied mode (Thtgu), the damper opens, and the heating valve is modulated
to maintain the setpoint. To protect the space from freezing or overheating, if the zone
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temperature is higher or lower than the unoccupied mode temperature settings (Thtgu, Tclgu),
an alarm is posted in the system for fault detection.
3. Occupied Designed Mode: When a classroom is scheduled to be unoccupied, but a sensor
indicates occupied condition, the supply air damper opens and modulates to maintain a
designed discharge static pressure. Since occupancy has not been scheduled, the airflow
should be equal to the initial designed settings that equals the airflow calculated for the
maximum occupancy. If the zone temperature is lower than the heating setpoint (Thto), the
heating coil valve modulates to maintain the setpoint. If zone temperature is greater than the
cooling setpoint (Tclgo), the cooling coil valve modulates to maintain the setpoint. The
schedule state is recorded, if it is occupied in three consecutives events, the BACnet point with
the schedule is overridden to be scheduled as occupied.

An event is for example a class

scheduled on Mondays at 10am, if the occupancy sensor does not record presence for three
consecutive weeks the schedule is overridden as unoccupied.
4. Occupied Stand-by Mode: When a classroom is in occupied scheduled mode, but the sensor
indicates no occupancy for more than 15 minutes, the damper is closed. The damper position
then is overridden to maintain space temperature setpoint (cfm-min-op) or 10% of the
maximum, once satisfied, the damper closes again. Similarly, to unoccupied mode, since there
is lower heat transfer, to avoid freezing or overheating, an alarm is posted for fault detection if
temperature exceeds the high (Tclgu) or low (Thtgu) settings. The schedule state is recorded,
if it is unoccupied in three consecutive events, one per week, the BACnet point or schedule is
overridden to be scheduled as unoccupied.
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To override the minimum occupied airflow for each proposed operating mode, occupancy status
data is extracted from the occupancy sensors in every classroom every 5 minutes: occ(i, date_time).
This data allows detection of unexpected occupancy or unexpected unoccupancy when compared
to a master database. The master database stores all the events (classnbr) in all classrooms
(roomid) every 5-minutes including times when there is not scheduled events with a identifier for
expected occupancy (is_occu: 1 occupied, 0 unoccupied) and includes the airflow settings for the
different operating mode: designed airflow (cfm_design), the calculated airflow based on
enrollment (cfm_schd), the maximum airflow (cfm_max: 1.2 cfm_design or maximum allowed by
the damper) and the unoccupied or minimum airflow to operate (cfm_min_op: 0, 10%cfm_max,
or minimum to operate). It also contains a variable called requires_attention, that will set to 1
when there has been 3 consecutive unexpected occupancy or unexpected unoccupancy events. A
temporary database contains the airflow that the building is operating at (cfm) which contains the
values for different operation modes: cfm_design, cfm_schd, cfm_min_op, based on the changes
of the occupancy sensor occ(i,date_time) with two counters, unexpectocc: counter of how many
times unexpected occupancy is register and unexpectuocc: counter of how many times unexpected
unoccupancy is register. Once a week at a selected time, the status of each counter in the temporary
database is reviewed. If either counter is equal to 3, the expected occupancy (is_occ) is updated
in the master also with the airflow cfm_design or cfm_min_op, depending on which counter, and
the temporary counter is reset.
The following is the proposed logic to integrate data and modify the minimum airflow for each
operating mode:
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if time_in_minutes%5
for i=1:Nrooms
if occ(i, date_time)==master (i,date_time, is_occ)
temporary (i, date_time, unexpectedocc)=0;
temporary(i, date_time, unexpecteduocc)=0;
elseif occ(i,date_time)==1
temporary(i,date_time,cfm)=master(i, date_time, cfm_design);
temporary (i, date_time,unexpectedocc)+=1;
elseif occ(i,date_time)==0
temporary(i, date_time,cfm)=master(i, date_time,cfm_min_op);
temporary(i,date_time, unexpecteduocc)+=1;
end
end
end
---- temporary override master after 3 events and resets counter
if time = 1 week elapsed
for i=1:Nrooms
for j=1:time_in_week
if temporary (i,j,unexpectedocc)==3
master(i,j,cfm_schd)=master(i,j,cfm_design)
master(i,j,is_occ)=1;
master(i,j,requires_attention)=1;
temporary(i,j, unexpected_occupancy)=0;
end
if temporary (i,j,unexpecteduocc)==3
master(i,j,cfm_schd)=master(i,j,cfm_min_op)
master(i,j,is_occ)=0;
master(i,j,requires_attention)=1;
temporary (i,j, unexpected_unoccupancy)=0;
end
end
end
end

Similar to the rule based control at room level, the air handling unit system operates to maintain a
designed pressure value. The damper on the air handling unit level provides the total required
ventilation requested by several variable air volume terminal boxes at different zones or rooms.
According to the number of rooms that request heating or cooling, the air handling unit will
condition the air to achieve the supply air temperature and humidity settings. Based on equations
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Eq. 2-4 to Eq. 2-6, the outdoor air damper will modulate the average outdoor air fraction (Xs). It
is assumed that the designed humidity value is controlled at the air handling unit level, such that
there is no need to control humidity at the room level. Depending on the type of system and
variable air volume terminal, the supply air is re-heated or re-cooled at the room level without need
of humidity control by the VAV. When the system is 100% outdoor air there is no need to calculate
the primary outdoor air fraction for each zone (Vpz). The outdoor air intake flow rate is equivalent
to the sum of all the zones’ minimum outdoor airflow (ΣVoz) (ASHRAEb). Given these premises
and the newest building at RIT which is 100% outdoor air, the work in this thesis is focused on
savings at room level by ventilation sensible loads.

2.7

Conclusions of this chapter

A control method with a combination of three strategies using occupancy information was
presented: shortening schedules, modifying thermostat settings and reducing minimum airflow.
The proposed rule based control improves the current controller by three means:
1) The logic avoids conditioning the room when unoccupied hours are scheduled. The baseline
controller assigns a stand-by mode when the occupancy detector does not register occupancy.
Instead, the proposed controller uses the scheduled data to override the mode to unoccupied when
classes are not scheduled in a room, as a result airflow is not provided nor conditioned;
2) The logic requests the calculated airflow for the expected occupancy instead of the airflow
designed for the maximum occupancy. For lecture classrooms with chilled beams, the minimum
airflow cannot be lower than that required for the operation of the equipment, but still the airflow
can be reduced;
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3) The logic reduces energy consumption from the air handling unit supply fan that provides lower
airflow. The logic also reduces energy consumption from space heating and cooling from boilers
and chillers, which may contribute to reduced peak demand on the campus.
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3

OCCUPANCY INFORMATION

The proposed control method relies on the accuracy of the occupancy information. A probabilistic
or a deterministic model could be selected to update the information. However, the outcome of
each model must be compared to real student attendance. Therefore, in this section the following
research question are answered: a) Do probabilistic models for observed counts prevail over
integrating occupancy information from academic registrar? b) What level of uncertainty should
be used for a deterministic model?
3.1

Introduction

Occupancy information can be obtained directly from the academic registration. However, it is
necessary to confirm how accurate this information is during classes sessions, to prevent underventilation by using the proposed control method. The updated ASHRAE 62.1 – 2016 standard
allows dynamic operation of the ventilation system by adjusting the airflow settings according to
real time operational requirements. Existing methods that provide real occupancy information
include counting sensors, camera detectors, CO2 sensors, infrared detectors, wireless data and
baggage detectors (Liu et al., 2012, Yang et al., 2016, Kamthe et al., 2009)). Carbon-dioxide-based
ventilation demand control is the most common of the demand-controlled strategies. However, it
only controls the outdoor air damper on the air handling unit instead of controlling ventilation of
individual zones. Additionally, the CO2 sensors usually require frequent recalibration (Liu et al.,
2012). Inaccurate CO2 sensing may introduce significant errors (Fisk, 2008), especially in spaces
with high-density zones like educational buildings, where large population changes can result in
small variations of the CO2 concentration (Stanke, 2010). With the goal to understand occupancy
behavior and its effects on buildings energy consumption, the International Energy Agency
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launched the project Annex 66 (IEA, 2013). As part of this effort, Yan et al. (2015) listed the work
of several authors and their proposed stochastic models, divided into two areas: i) occupant actions
and ii) occupant movement and presence. Models of occupant actions include window operation,
blinds adjusting, light-switching, air-conditioning operation and clothing adjustment. Meanwhile
models of occupants’ movements and presence are built to determine room occupancy or number
of occupants; work in this area is also summarized by Yang et al. (2016) and Liang et al. (2016).
As addressed by Liang et al. (2016) and D’Oca and Hong (2015), previous research did not pay
enough attention to occupancy schedule, and although there is relevant work on recognizing
patterns of occupants and energy consumption, there is still little work done on occupancy schedule
learning and prediction.
Currently, organizations like hotels, convention centers and educational institutions usually store
data of prior and future events. Ghai et al. (2012) proposed algorithms based on schedule meetings,
wireless connection and badge use to derive occupancy in offices. In particular, educational
institutions have academic registration data that collects classroom enrollment, schedule and
location. Occupancy goals for lecture classrooms from eight state higher education systems were
collected (See Figure 3-1b), these values vary from 60% to 80% of their maximum capacity.
Therefore, the opportunity to improve thermal comfort and reduce energy consumption is
substantial. Using a negative binomial model, a type of probabilistic model for observed counts,
this chapter identifies main features of occupancy in educational buildings from academic registrar
and space utilization data. These distributions are used to identify occupancy schedule profiles
per hour that can be used for simulation to avoid oversizing the equipment. The model developed
provides information to identify peak demand hours on the campuses and can be used to estimate
potential savings from investments in sensors and controls. There is little research on occupancy
schedules for higher educational buildings. ASHRAE 90.1-2004 (ASHRAEa, 2004) user’s guide
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manual and the U.S. DOE reference models (Torcellini et al., 2008) propose occupancy schedules
for energy modeling for diverse types of commercial buildings. However, there is not an
occupancy schedule for higher educational buildings. Figure 3-1 shows existing U.S. DOE
reference models for Primary and Secondary Schools (U.S. DOE, 2014a) and ASHRAE schedule
for all types of schools.

The omission of higher educational institutions could be explained by

the diversity of buildings located on a university campus such as residential buildings, restaurants,
offices, lecture halls, and hospitals, which present a challenge when trying to build an energy
model. However, higher educational institutions share similarities in educational hours. Students
should meet a minimum credit requirement towards an academic degree which is equivalent to
hours of education, or weekly hours of room schedule.
a)

b)

Hour of Day

Figure 3-1 (a) ASHRAE and U.S. DOE schools’ occupancy schedules for energy modeling
and (b) State higher education systems classrooms space use goals including occupancy
rates and hours used per week.
a
Most of the state higher educational systems have their own classroom occupancy goals (Figure
3-1b). For example, the State University of New York (SUNY) classroom space use goal is that
during a 40-hour weekly schedule at least 75% of the time each classroom is in use, which is
equivalent to 30 hours of lecture per week. From these lectures, SUNY’s occupancy goal is that at
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least 80% of each classroom’s seats are occupied. As Figure 3-1b) shows, all the state’s classroom
occupancy rate goals are below 100%; therefore, the HVAC system could be designed and
operated under revised considerations instead of considering a maximum occupancy per room
when calculating the occupancy diversity ratio or the ventilation rate.
Davis and Nutter (2010) measured occupancy at the University of Arkansas for six types of
buildings using data from cameras and class scheduling. The total population was averaged by
hour to determine the occupancy diversity factor in administrative, library, recreation, architecture,
research and classroom buildings. This work can be used as a reference to determine the
ventilation requirement or design at the air handling unit level, however, greater savings can be
achieved if the zone controls are dynamically reset using classroom hourly data. The variable air
volume terminal box minimum ventilation setting can be reset using the scheduled occupancy by
classroom. Moreover, the 2016 version of the ASHRAE-62.1 (ASHRAEb, 2016) allows reduction
of ventilation for lecture classrooms to zero when the space is in occupied standby mode which is
equivalent to unoccupied mode during operational hours.
Two datasets are analyzed to reduce energy consumption at the classroom level: Rochester
Institute of Technology’s registrar data that collected detailed course data across 170 classrooms
during Fall 2014 and SUNY space utilization report data that collected average classroom
schedules, occupancy, and maximum room capacity for 499 classrooms across 16 campuses in
New York during Fall 2009. Both datasets are used to determine the main features of classroom
occupancy and to identify greater energy savings opportunities. Data should not be integrated to
the building automation system directly without a previous analysis, because it can carry
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discrepancies like student enrollment greater than the room capacity, classes that overlap, or
missing values. Additionally, considering that connecting each BACnet point to each variable air
volume controller could be labor intensive and that educational institutions may lack building
automation staff to perform these tasks, data analysis is beneficial not only to clean the data but
also to provide statistics that can be used by the facility managers to prioritize the spaces for
intervention. Given that the institutions store academic registrar data from several years, a
probabilistic model could be used to predict average enrollment per classroom, a negative binomial
model, a type of probabilistic model for observed counts, is used to determine the main features
of occupancy in educational buildings.
3.2

Predicting classroom occupancy at RIT and SUNY

The goal of the proposed count response model is to predict the total number of students that would
occupy a lecture classroom in order to be able to modify the ventilation airflow. Table 3-1 shows
the features analyzed for RIT and SUNY datasets, which are common to educational institutions:
Table 3-1 Features analyzed for RIT and SUNY occupancy prediction models
Parameter
Description
RIT
Tot.Enrol
Average student enrollment per classroom
Yes
Acad Group Academic Group or College
Yes
Level
Graduate or Undergraduate Instruction level
Yes
Time
Time of the day
Yes
Day
Day of the week
Yes
Max Cap
Maximum capacity of the classroom
Yes
Building
Building identifier where the classroom is located
Yes
Size
Categorical identifier to aggregate classrooms by Yes
maximum capacity calculated using k-mediod clustering
WSCH
Weekly hours that classes are scheduled in each classroom No
UnivID
Campus identifier
No
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SUNY
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Discrete counts can be modeled using a Poisson distribution or a negative binomial distribution
(Equation 3-1), where 𝛽0 is the intercept of the equation, meanwhile 𝛽1 to 𝛽7 are the coefficients
for each parameter.
𝑇𝑜𝑡. 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 𝑒^(𝛽0 + 𝛽1. 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑑𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 + 𝛽2. 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + 𝛽3. 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽4. 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽5. 𝐷𝑎𝑦 + 𝛽6. 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽7. 𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 )

3-1

A Poisson distribution considers that the mean and variance are equal, meanwhile the negative
binomial distribution models overdispersion that is when the variance of the model exceeds the
value of the mean. For both SUNY and RIT datasets, first the data is modeled using Poisson, then
the Pearson dispersion statistic is calculated to confirm or discard overdispersion (Equation 3-2 to
3-4) (Rodriguez, 2014). A Pearson dispersion statistic greater than 1 confirms overdispersion so
the negative binomial distribution should be used instead of Poisson (Hilbe, 2011). Overdispersion
should be analyzed in order to include in the model the presence of greater variability which is
particular to count data. Similarly, in the negative binomial model, a Pearson dispersion statistic
greater than 1 indicates overdispersion. In those cases, overdispersion can be reduced by adding
more predictors to the model.
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 =

𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖
√𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝐶ℎ𝑖2 = ∑ ( 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖 )2
𝑖

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 =

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝐶ℎ𝑖 2
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚

3-2
3-3
3-4

To compare two nested models, when one model is a subset of the other, AIC statistics are used to
reject or accept additional predictors. The model with the lower AIC represents the model with
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better fit. Also, the Likelihood ratio (LR) test is used to compare nested versions of the models.
The distribution of the test statistic is a Chi-squared distribution with a significance level α=0.05
and degrees of freedom equal to the difference of degrees of freedom between the reduced and full
model, this value is compared to the LR (Equation 3-5). If the LR is less than the Chi2 (α=0.05)
value, the reduced model is accepted over the full model.
𝐿𝑅 = − 2 {𝐿𝑜𝑔. 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 – 𝐿𝑜𝑔. 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 }

3-5

Once the main features are determined, also interactions between predictors must be analyzed. The
R package phia calculates different interactions and combinations based on statistical indicators
like the Chi2 and the Likelihood ratios (Martinez, 2015). Statistics from diverse models are
calculated with different features and interactions, the lower the AIC the better fit. The theta value
defines the negative binomial, gamma distribution values with a shape of theta and scale of 1/theta,
where variance = mean + mean2/theta.

𝑇𝑜𝑡. 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 𝑒^(𝛽0 + 𝛽1. 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑑𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝(𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒) + 𝛽2. 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
3-6
+ 𝛽3. 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽4. 𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 )
Equation 3-6 is the model with the best fit for RIT data (1877 observations, AIC 14069, theta 6.51,
standard error 0.285). The selected features include academic group, level of education or degree
(undergraduate or graduate), size identifier, time of the day, maximum capacity of the room and
the building where the classroom was lectured. The interaction of the degree level and size of the
classroom with the academic group (eg. Liberal arts vs Science course respect to undergraduate or
graduate) is a relevant feature. Table 3-2 shows the results from different models and interactions.
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Table 3-2 Poisson and negative binomial model for RIT registrar data Fall 2014
Data = registrar.2014, 1877 Observations
Model features

AIC

Poisson
Negative binomial
Constant
AcadGroup
MaxCap + AcadGroup
MaxCap+Level+AcadGroup
MaxCap+Level+AcadGroup+Day
MaxCap+Level+AcadGroup+Day+Time+Size+Building
Negative binomial with interactions
AcadGroup(Level+MaxCap)+Time+Day+Size+Building
AcadGroup(Level+Size)+MaxCap+Time+ Building

15055
14463
14360
14343
14114

Pearson
dispersion

Theta /
Standard
Deviation

14.9

NA

1.29
1.13
0.80
0.84
0.84
0.88

3.25 / 0.18
3.08 / 0.11
4.45 / 0.18
4.77 / 0.19
4.86 / 0.20
5.84 / 0.25

14098
14069

6.32 / 0.27
6.51 / 0.29

The same analysis was done on a state level with the State University of New York (SUNY) data,
which shares similar features to the academic registrar data. While the academic registrar provides
detailed data by course and by classroom, the state data is averaged information by classroom
collected from the SUNY space utilization reports administered by the State University
Construction Fund (SUCF, 2010). Equation 3-7 is the model with the best fit for SUNY’s data
(499 observations, AIC 4096, theta 12.18, standard error 1.06). Maximum Capacity (MaxCap),
the classroom size cluster (Size), the weekly hours that classes are scheduled in each room
(WSCH), and the campus identifier (UnivID) were the most relevant features
𝑇𝑜𝑡. 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 𝑒^(𝛽0 + 𝛽1. 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽2. 𝑊𝑆𝐶𝐻 + 𝛽3. 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
3-7
+ 𝛽4. 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝐼𝐷 )
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3-2 (a) RIT’s observed versus predicted student enrollment b) RIT’s standardized
deviance residual versus predicted student enrollment c) SUNY’s observed versus
predicted student enrollment d) SUNY’s standardized deviance residual versus predicted
student enrollment.

Figure 3-2a shows the comparison between predicted vs. the observed enrollment, the x-axis is
the number of students enrolled and the y-axis is the frequency of each value. Figure 3-2b is a
graph of the standardized Pearson residual (Equation 3-9) against the predicted value, this provides
a visualization of model performance. Values outside of the range of ±2 standardized Pearson
residual indicate poor model fit.
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𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
=

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖 ]
[(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 )2 . 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 ]
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Visualization of the negative binomial model in Figure 3-2 helps to locate outliers. The model
has the limitation of using only one fixed distribution to fit the data, this explains the higher
deviance and underestimation on the peaks of student enrollment. This suggests that if the model
is used for operation, there would be underestimation when more ventilation is necessary to attend
the peak population. Although the negative binomial is superior to the Poisson model to model
overdispersed data, still there is a considerable deviance for the peak values. To identify outliers,
instead of modeling the whole dataset, subsets of data can be aggregated by clusters. Also, a
multiplier could be added to the model to cover this uncertainty. Considering that an additional
30% of outdoor air ventilation is requested in the design stage of a LEED certified buildings, this
factor could be used over the maximum value of the distribution to reduce uncertainty.
3.3

Negative binomial model for occupancy using NCES parameters

In order to build the SUNY’s occupancy schedules that would represent universities with similar
characteristics, two categorical classifiers are adopted from NCES data: Instruction Category (1:
Graduate with no undergraduate degrees, 2: primarily baccalaureate degree or above, 3: not
primarily baccalaureate or above) and Institution Size by student enrollment (1: Under 1,000; 2:
1,000 – 4,999; 3: 5,000 – 9,999; 4: 10,000- 19,999; 5: above 20,000). Both classifiers are
combined as ICS 22, ICS 23, ICS24, ICS25 and ICS32. The Univ.IDs from Equation 3-7 are
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replaced by their respective category (ICS) to have a reduced model or equation by each combined
category.
If the LR is less than the Chi2 (α=0.05) value, the reduced or aggregated model is accepted instead
of the full model. After reducing each Univ.ID to its corresponding category and calculating the
LR, it is confirmed that the NCES identifier (ICS) allows the reduction of the model to represent
different university categories. This finding means that the classrooms’ occupancy models can be
categorized using the NCES data that may extend to the other educational system in United States.
The following equation aggregates the four categories of SUNY universities, where Tot.Enrol is
the average occupancy of each classroom:
𝑇𝑜𝑡. 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 𝑒^(3.47 + 0.07. 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑎𝑝 + 0.01 𝑊𝑆𝐶𝐻 + 0.07 𝐼𝐶𝑆22
+ 0.10 𝐼𝐶𝑆32 + 0.20 𝐼𝐶𝑆23 + 0.14 𝐼𝐶𝑆24

3-9

+ 0.03 𝐼𝐶𝑆25 )
Unlike the RIT data, the dataset from SUNY does not provide detailed time use of each classroom,
instead SUNY has another dataset with time use as the percentage of classrooms in session per
hour. Data sets of occupancy information and time use can be found in Appendix A. Therefore, it
is not possible to introduce time as a variable of occupancy per classroom. However, the time use
data can be also aggregated by the same ICS categories from the reduced model (Equation 3-9).
Table 3-3 shows the calculated root mean square deviation (RMSD) of four universities respect to
the average time use of the four categories (ICS22, ICS32, ICS23, ICS24, ICS25). RMSD has
been calculated per day and week. As expected, for each university, the best fit belongs to its ICS
category.
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Table 3-3 RMSD from average time use per category for 4 universities
Purchase College (ICS22)

SUNY Dehli (ICS32)

Mon

Tue

Wed

Th

Fri

Week

Mon

Tue

Wed

Th

Fri

Week

ICS22

0.11

0.14

0.16

0.14

0.16

0.14

ICS22

0.21

0.17

0.24

0.15

0.18

0.19

ICS23

0.12

0.17

0.30

0.13

0.15

0.18

ICS23

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.17

0.12

0.18

ICS32

0.22

0.21

0.35

0.21

0.16

0.23

ICS32

0.08

0.14

0.10

0.12

0.09

0.10

ICS24

0.20

0.16

0.27

0.18

0.13

0.19

ICS24

0.14

0.13

0.14

0.10

0.15

0.13

&25

&25
SUNY Fredonia (ICS23)

University at Buffalo (ICS24&25)

Mon

Tue

Wed

Th

Fri

Week

Mon

Tue

Wed

Th

Fri

Week

ICS22

0.19

0.22

0.26

0.22

0.26

0.22

ICS22

0.10

0.12

0.15

0.15

0.12

0.12

ICS23

0.10

0.12

0.11

0.12

0.09

0.10

ICS23

0.14

0.13

0.12

0.12

0.10

0.12

ICS32

0.23

0.30

0.24

0.28

0.10

0.23

ICS32

0.14

0.16

0.14

0.16

0.10

0.14

ICS24

0.27

0.26

0.26

0.23

0.22

0.24

ICS24

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.07

0.10

& 25

&25

These results can also be visualized, Figure 3-3 shows the time use of the campuses’ aggregated
by the NCES/negative binomial categorization group for the peak day – Tuesday and the lowest
use day – Friday, where the darker line is the average of each time use profile. NCES category for
the University at Buffalo is ICS 24, its time use profile has been included in the plot as red dotted
line under each category to compare if it also fits under other categories. As expected, the
University at Buffalo, shares a closer time use profile to those of its same category ICS 24,
confirming that the schedule categorization may be relevant.
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This analysis shows that the mean occupancy schedules are correlated to the National Center of
Education Statistics categories of Institution Size and Instruction Level. It can be concluded that
occupancy rates and classrooms schedules share similar profiles if aggregated by the National
Center of Education Statistics (NCES 2006) campus size and type of instruction categories. This
means that educational institutions under the same categories across the United States may share
similar average occupancy profiles.
Data from other states would allow confirmation of this hypothesis, if confirmed, this could lead
to the building of a baseline for design, simulation and operation in higher educational institutions
allowing considerable reductions in capital investment and operational cost that could be used for
other academic activities.
University at Buffalo (ICS24)

Figure 3-3 Campus time use schedules categorized by Institution Size and Instruction Level
(ICS 22: 1,000 – 4,999 students primarily baccalaureate, ICS 32: 1,000 – 4,999 students non
primarily baccalaureate , ICS 23: 5,000 – 9,000 students primarily baccalaureate, ICS 24 &
ICS 25: 10,000 and above 20,00 students primarily baccalaureate)
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3.4

Uncertainty factor for registrar data

Negative binomial models could be used to predict student enrollment; however, as shown the
model should be improved to avoid underestimation. Although negative binomial could be useful
for simulation it could underestimate occupancy for peaks of student enrollment during operation.
Therefore, a deterministic model based on data is preferred instead of a probabilistic model.
Actual system occupancy can be obtained from the scheduling system or the academic registrar
data for meeting rooms, laboratories and classrooms. When spaces are not registered in the
scheduling or academic registrar data, the occupancy can be assumed to be the maximum
occupancy listed in the facility inventory. However, before performing calculations or overriding
controllers’ settings, it is necessary to analyze the occupancy data because it can carry
discrepancies like student enrollment greater than the room capacity, classes that overlap, or
missing values that require correction. Excess of students or occupancy can happen in different
scenarios including additional students auditing classes, interpreters, visitors or guest lecturers,
etc. Therefore, it is recommended to estimate the occupancy uncertainty to avoid occupancy
underestimation or underventilation, this can be modeled using student attendance data from
different sizes of classrooms or enrollment.
Excess of students when compared to the academic registrar could occur when students attend
classes with more popular or higher rated professor, therefore if professor ratings are available,
they could be used as a reference to select the classrooms to be audited.

Since it is not

economically feasible to audit a whole campus, the collected data should be a sample from the
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whole population which are all the classes and sessions across the campus, the statistics from the
sample are used as a reference for the parameters of the population. From the student class
attendance data, uncertainty is determined as the excess of students or occupants in the classroom
from the expected occupancy, which is the registered students including the lecturer per each
session. First, the proportion of excess of students per class per session (xij) is calculated by
comparing the number of observed occupants by session per class (oij) versus the expected
occupants per class (ej), where i is the session (e.g. Sep. 9th, Sep 11th, etc) and j is the class (e.g.
MTH101, PHYS201, etc). The total number of observations or sessions audited per class is called
nj which is then used to calculate the mean proportion of excess of students per class (uj). The
following analysis is only to monitor the excess of student attendance. The standard deviation of
the sample proportion (σj) and the variance (vj = σj 2 ) are calculated using the following formulas
(Khan, 2018, James, 2013):
𝑥𝑖𝑗 =

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑜𝑖𝑗 , 𝑒𝑗 )– 𝑒𝑗
𝑒𝑗

3-10

𝑛

1
𝑢𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑗

3-11

𝑖=1

𝜎𝑗 = √

𝑢𝑗 (1 − 𝑢𝑗 )
𝑛𝑗

3-12

The mean of the sample (uj) is expected to represent the mean of the percentage of additional
students during the whole semester for that class.
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In order to calculate the mean and the standard deviation of the whole group (σG), with a total
number of classes G (e.g. MTH101+PHYS201+ ..) and total number of observations N (N =
∑𝐺𝑗=1 𝑛j) , the following formulas are used:.
𝐺

𝑉𝑗 = 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝜎𝑗2 𝑛

3-13

𝑗=1

𝑈 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 =

∑𝐺𝑗=1 𝑢𝑗 𝑛𝑗
𝑁

3-14
𝐺

𝑉𝑢 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = ∑(𝑢𝑗 − 𝑈)2
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𝑗=1

𝑉𝐺 = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑉𝑗 + 𝑉𝑢
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𝑉𝐺
𝜎𝐺 = 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = √
𝑁
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Assuming a normal distribution, the group standard deviation (σG) is used to determine a
confidence interval for the number of additional occupants from the expected occupancy per
each class (ej) with confidence level (eg. 99%, z=2.58).
𝐶𝐼 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 = ⌈𝑧.

𝜎𝐺
√𝑁

𝑍𝑝 = 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 = ⌈𝑒𝑗 + 𝐶𝐼⌉|𝑍𝑝 ≤𝑍𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

⌉

3-18
3-19

These results in Zp, the zone population including an uncertainty value for excess of occupancy,
calculated from class enrollment data plus lecturer (ej) and campus audited classes. As presented
in Chapter 2, using Equation 2-3, the proposed controller would recalculate the minimum airflow
value. Instead of using the maximum capacity as zone population (Zpmax), it would use the value
of classroom enrollment pulled from the academic registrar database plus the uncertainty value
(Zp), to avoid underventilation. Zp is updated such that it is less or equal to Zpmax.
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After collecting student attendance data and space audits collected from 31 professors over 102
courses with a total of 1028 observations at Rochester Institute of Technology during three
semesters between Fall 2016 to Fall 2017, it was determined with a confidence level of 99% that
an additional 14.5% more occupants than the registrar data should be considered to avoid
underestimation of room occupancy levels. This includes the professor as an additional count to
the academic registration data. As an option to protect from underventilation, if the facility
manager does not have audited classes data, he/she can use a factor of 30%, which is taken as a
reference from green building design (LEED certification). The calculated zone population value
(Zp) is used to update the minimum zone ventilation calculated from the ventilation rate procedure
as specified by ASHRAE 62.1 (ASHRAE,b).
3.5

Conclusions of this chapter

Previous research has been done on occupancy modeling for office buildings, however there has
been limited research to model occupancy in higher educational institutions. Using data from RIT
and the SUNY system, this chapter provides a probabilistic model, using the negative binomial
model, to estimate the number of occupants per classroom based on predictors that are common to
different universities. Statistics values like overdispersion, AIC and the standardized deviance
residual were calculated to select the best predictors, however the model with the best statistics
still had limitations to fit the data with high deviance and underestimation on the peaks of student
enrollment. A negative binomial model including a factor to avoid underestimation could be used
for energy simulation. Specifically, it was found that a negative binomial model at a state level,
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using the NCES parameter as a predictor, could allow occupancy schedules to be built at a state
level. To confirm this hypothesis further analysis of data of other states is recommended.
In order to avoid under estimation of students which would lead to thermal discomfort, a
deterministic model, which uses the registrar data every semester is preferred to the probabilistic
model. A method to calculate the uncertainty factor from registrar data was proposed. Using
audited data, a confidence interval was calculated based on statistics for proportions and groups at
RIT, resulting in 14.5% additional occupancy to the academic registrar. When audited data is not
available, based on LEED recommendations, an additional 30% of occupancy from the registered
occupancy could be used. As noted in Equation 3-19, the updated Zp with the uncertainty factor is
less or equal than Zmax, therefore ventilation airflow calculated with the uncertainty factor should
always be less than or equal to the designed airflow calculated with Zpmax.
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4

ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

As mentioned in chapter 1, there are several occupancy-based energy saving strategies which lack
accuracy or sufficient low cost (Liu et al., 2012). Therefore, this chapter presents an estimation of
the proposed strategy at a campus level, where the following research question is answered: What
are the economic and environmental benefits of a data driven HVAC control?

4.1

Introduction

Several other authors estimated potential savings of different energy conservation measures at a
campus level: Mahlia et al. (2010) calculated lighting retrofit investment and payback period at
the university of Malaya in Malaysia, Brugman and Erickson (2012) presented results from
investment and savings of several energy measures for the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, including a VAV full shut off for unoccupied hours using eQuest, however results are mixed
with other energy conservations measures. Meanwhile Kazemi Rad et al. (2017) presented return
on investment and greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions at Penn State University Park Campus after
implementing several measures during four years, however there are few details about retrofit on
HVAC system. Mata et al. (2009) manually modified the heating system schedule and temperature
setting levels in one building at the Technical University of Catalonia, achieving savings around
30% of heating gas consumption from a 24h schedule to a schedule built with occupancy
information at a building, however their work does not include a cost estimation to enable
automated adjustments. Brambley et al. (2005), Fisk et al. (1998) estimated simple payback of 3
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year for demand control ventilation but based on CO2 sensors. Zhang et al. (2013) estimated that
in average 2.5 kBtu/ft2 could be saved with occupancy sensors for lighting and HVAC control.
This section presents a methodology to calculate potential energy savings, estimated investment,
costs, payback period and greenhouse gas reductions of the proposed data driven HVAC control
for implementation at lecture classrooms in campus buildings. Estimations are calculated for the
Rochester Institute of Technology campus for 125 classrooms categorized as lecture rooms.
4.2

Potential energy savings

Savings from ventilation can be calculated from the fan power used to provide air volume for the
average occupancy during operational hours. Savings from cooling or heating can be calculated
from average outdoor temperature. The following are formulas used for the savings estimation
from ventilation based on Equation 2-3 and centrifugal fan flow and power fan law (Capehart et
al., 2016):
𝑐𝑓𝑚𝑤2 3
𝑘𝑊2
(
) = (
)
𝑐𝑓𝑚𝑤1
𝑘𝑊1

4-1

cfm𝑤1 =

(R 𝑝 Z𝑝 + R 𝑎 A𝑧 )WH
Ez

4-2

cfm𝑤2 =

(R 𝑝 Z𝑝′ + R 𝑎 A𝑧 )WSCH
Ez

4-3

where kW1 is the current power to provide cfmw1, which is the current ventilation airflow provided
by week at the room and Rp = 7.5 cfm/person, Zp = Room Maximum capacity, Ra = 0.06 cfm/sqft,
Az = Room area sqft, WH= room HVAC operational hours per week, Ez = zone air distribution
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effectiveness, kW2 is the reduced power to provide cfmw2, the ventilation required by week at the
room based on registrar data calculated with Zpˈ= Average student enrollment by room, WSCH =
Room weekly scheduled hours provided by registrar data. When there is an occupancy sensor
installed at the room WH = WSCH in Equation 4-2. When the system uses heat pumps Zp′=Zp in
Equation 4-3, since the airflow ratio cannot be adjusted.
kW 1 = E𝐶𝐵𝐸𝐶𝑆 𝐴𝑧

4-4
3

kWh
cfm𝑤2
Ventilation savings (
) = kW1 [1 – (
) ]
year
cfm𝑤1

4-5

where ECBECS is equal to 1.64 kWh/sqft/year, obtained from CBECS 2012 (U.S. EIA, 2016) as
the energy consumption ratio per year for ventilation in educational buildings.

Estimation of cooling and heating savings depends on the outdoor temperature and supply air
temperature settings. For RIT calculations, it was assumed cooling mode when outdoor
temperature is greater than 75°F (23.8°C), and heating mode when outdoor temperature is lower
than 60°F (15.5°C). Campus weather station data from 2016 and 2017 were used to estimate the
percentage of cooling and heating degree hours per year. Hours were aggregated by steps of 10°F
(6°C):
Btu
Cooling savings (
) = ca γa (cfmw1 − cfmw2 )[ΔT1 (%ΔT1 ) + ΔT2 (%ΔT2 )]w
year

4-6

𝐵𝑡𝑢
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (
) = ca γa (cfmw1 − cfmw2 )[ΔT3 (%ΔT3 ) + ΔT4 (%ΔT4 )]w
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

4-7
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Where for RIT’s estimation %ΔT1 is the percentage of cooling hours with outdoor temperature
between 75 and 80 °F per year, %ΔT2 is the percentage of cooling hohurs per year when the outdoor
temperature is greater than 80 °F. Similarly, %ΔT3 and %ΔT4 were calculated from the percentage
of heating hours per year when the outdoor temperature is less than 60°F (15.5°C) divided by steps
of 10°F (6°C), w is the number of operational weeks per year. Assuming that cooling is provided
by an electric chiller and heating by a natural gas boiler:

kWh
Electricity savings per year (
)
year

4-8
kWh
= Ventilation Savings + Cooling Savings /(3,412
)
Btu
𝐵𝑡𝑢
𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (
) = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

4-9

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
= 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟. 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

4-10

+ 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 . 𝑃𝑁𝐺

Where, Pelec is the price of electricity ($/kWh) and PNG is the price of natural gas ($/Btu). Equations
4-1to 4-9 are applied for each classroom, then savings are aggregated for the campus. For RIT’s
campus, energy savings across 125 classrooms achieve electricity savings of 164.4MWh/year and
natural gas savings of 47.5 MMBtu/year. Considering an electricity price of 0.12$/kWh and a
price of natural gas of 8.09$/MMBtu, total energy cost savings is around $20.1K per year. Refer
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to Table 4-2 for RIT’s economical savings per type of retrofit and Appendix C for a summary of
the analysis by classroom at RIT.
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4.3

Estimated investment

The estimated investment was calculated with building automation providers’ quotations and an
energy engineer’s estimations. Considering that RIT’s campus is only 50 years old, several
buildings already have a building automation system (BAS). However, many of them are not
connected to the central BAS, since they operate with different protocols like the PHP (public host
protocol) instead of BACnet, which is currently the most predominant protocol in the building
automation market. Also, some buildings’ systems are composed of heat pumps where it is only
possible to enable a data-driven schedule. The following are formulas that can be used to calculate
the investment which considers capital, installation hours and programming hours:

Building automation master programs inside BAS = L𝐶𝐸𝑆 . R 𝐶𝐸

4-11

Database integration to create BACnet object = L𝑆𝐸 . R𝑆𝐸

4-12

Controllers retrofit and connection to BAS
= 𝐶𝑅 + (M𝑂 + L 𝑇 . R 𝑇 ) + L𝐶𝑇 . R 𝑇 + L𝐶𝐸𝑅 . R 𝐶𝐸

4-13

For interventions at the room or zone level, LCES are the work hours of a controller engineer to
build a master program to connect the calculated scheduled ventilation to the controllers inside the
existing building automation system. For RIT’s case, this is to build the controller logic using the
software Eikon for Automated Logic BAS, associating the BACnet object to the controllers which
is approximately a total of 40 hours for a logic that can be replicated across the campus, if there
are interventions that are required to build a logic for the heat pumps, a total of 20 hours must be
added. LSE are the work hours of a software engineer to integrate campus databases (facilities,
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academic registrar and BAS) and to calculate BACnet objects for ventilation schedule for the
campus rooms (approx. 640 hours). Both of these investments, building automation master
program and database integration, can be used to update schedules at the building level and for
other types of rooms besides lecture classrooms, therefore it is not included in the unitary cost per
classroom, but in the total cost of the project. RCE is the hourly rate of the controller engineer
(115$/hr) and RSE is the hourly rate of the software engineer (140$/hr). In Equation 4-13, CR is
the cost to retrofit the system controller, Table 4-1 shows this cost by type of retrofit.
Table 4-1 Controller retrofit cost by type of existing system at room level
System

Controller retrofit Retrofit per room description
cost per room (CR)
(inc. labor)
Pneumatic
$2,150
Convert Pneumatic VAV to analog VAV including
VAV
BACnet controller including reheat valve, pressure and
temperature sensors
VAV – PHP $1,450
Convert VAV PHP controller to BACnet controller
including reheat valve, pressure and temperature
sensors
Heat Pump – $2,100
Convert Heat Pump PHP controller to BACnet
PHP protocol
controller
Air
Conditioning
Unit – PHP

$5,100

Convert Air Conditioning unit PHP controllers to
BACnet controller. This retrofit requires 4 additional
hours of controller technician (LCT) to connect system
to building automation.

MO is the material cost of an occupancy sensor, approximately 100 $/unit, LT are the technician
labor hours to install the sensor, approximately 2 hours including wiring. LCT are the controller
technician labor hours. Controller technician labor hours are used for connecting added sensors to
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the campus building automation system (BAS) (1hr/unit), connecting the master program which
includes reviewing logic of the existing system (2.5 hr/room) and settting up energy savings
calculations (1hr/room).

LCER are the hours for the controller engineer to review logic

(0.5hr/room). RT is the hourly rate for both technical electrician and controls technician assumed
to be similar (76$/hr).
For interventions at the air handling unit (AHU) level, equations 4-11 and 4-13 can also be used.
In equation 4-11, LCES are the work hours of a controller engineer to modify the master program
per each air handling unit (2.5hr/ahu). In equation 4-13, LT and LCT are equal to 0 since the work
at the air handling unit level is mostly done by the controller engineer, which dedicates
approximately 4.5 hours per air handling unit to review the logic including energy savings
calculations. CR will depend on the current air handling unit controller. Converting an Air
Handling unit PHP controller to BACnet controller could cost around $20,000 to $40,000 per air
handling unit, including labor and material, depending on the size of the equipment.
If desired and if budget is available, energy savings can be directly measured at the air handling
unit when the equipment has the capability to install a metering card to read kW consumption via
the ethernet, which cost around $3,000/ahu, including material, labor and wiring. Interventions
at the air handling unit level require a more detailed revision of the operation of the equipment,
these estimations have been done with RIT’s facility management team, which has the in house
expertise to perform these activities. It is recommended to review these estimations with a local
expert who is familiar with the campus buildings’ system.
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4.4

Go or no go for investment

A payback period is a reference value to determine the worthiness of an investment. Each
educational institution has its own policies to determine Go or No Go for investment. As part of
a NSF I-Corps project, eight professionals in NY state were interviewed about their institutions
expected payback period requirements, in summary this value varies between 3 to 7 years
(Marozas-Aliaga, 2017). Table 4-2 shows the estimated investment at RIT including potential
savings and simple payback period per type of retrofit by HVAC system in the classroom.
Table 4-2 Estimated investment to implement project at RIT per required intervention
Total
Investment
($K)

Total
Electricity
savings
MWh/year

Total
Natural
Gas
savings
MMbtu/
year

Total
Cost
Savings
$K/year

Simple
payback
period
years

44.0

56.4

45.9

8.1

5.6

10.1

Total
Labor
Cost
($K)

Total
Material
Cost
($K)

Retrofit by Type of HVAC system
VAV
PHP
31
12.4

Number
of rooms

HP - PHP
VAV
BACnet
VAV
BACnet
w/Occupancy
Sensor
HP
BACnet

9

3.6

18.9

22.5

18.4

7.0

2.3

9.9
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21.2

5.3

26.5

71.6

26.1

8.8

3.0

19

6.1

0.0

6.1

9.3

0.5

1.1

5.5

13

5.2

1.3

6.5

19.2

5.8

2.4

2.8

103

4.6

0

4.6

22

2.4

0

2.4

Database integration
Integration BACnet
objects
125

89.6

0

89.6

145.0

69.5

214.5

164.4

47.5

20.1

10.7

Building Automation
VAV Master
Program
HP
Master
Program

Subtotal

125
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As mentioned in the previous section, cost savings are based on an electricity price of 0.12$/kWh
and a price of natural gas of 8.09$/MMBTU. The simple payback period is calculated per each
type of retrofit, as explained in the previous section, with a cost that does not include building
automation and database integration. When there are existing controllers with BACnet protocol,
the simple payback period is 6 years if new occupancy sensors are required. If there are occupancy
sensors already installed, the simple payback period is 3 years, since the required investment is
lower. The total estimated project investment at RIT campus is $215k, with a simple payback
period of 10.7 years. However, the simple payback period does not include the time value of
money. Capehart et al. (2016), explains the terminology to calculate the present worth of the
energy savings:
•

Inflation rate(f): is the annual inflation ratio based on a U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’
Consumer Price Index (CPI) variation over a period of p years. Equation 4-14 is used to
calculate f (Appelbaum, 2004 & Index, C.P., 2018). A period of 10 years (p=10) could be
chosen to calculate the inflation rate for electricity, resulting in an annual inflation rate of
felec=1.3%. Given the volatility of the natural gas prices, the annual inflation rate for natural
gas was calculated for a period of 5 years (p=5) resulting in fgas=0.1%.
(1 + 𝑓)𝑝 = (

•

𝐶𝑃𝐼2018
)
𝐶𝑃𝐼2018−p

4-14

Real interest rate (j): also called the inflation-free interest rate, which is the amount of real
growth in the earning power of money
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•

Market interest rate (i): this rate includes both the inflation effect and the real earning power
of money, which is the interest rate quoted by banks. This rate is the usually used to discount
cash flows, usually assumed as 8%. However, it could be also calculated using the Equation
4-15:
𝑖 = 𝑓 + 𝑗 +𝑓.𝑗

4-15

Assuming a real interest rate (j) of 4% and the electricity inflation rates felec=1.3% and fgas=0.1%.
This results in the following market interest rate for investment in electricity: ielec = 5.35% and in
natural gas: igas= 4.1%. This discount rate (i) is used to calculate the present value or worth of the
investment, the following is the calculation of the discounted payback period in years (y):
𝑦 =𝐴+

𝐵

4-16

𝐶

Where A is the last period with a negative discounted cumulative cash flow, B is the absolute value
of discounted cumulative cash flow at the end of the period A and C is the discounted cash flow
during the period after A.
Table 4-3 shows the discounted cumulative cash flow payback period for 125 classrooms at RIT,
which included different retrofits (Table 4-2) the total estimated investment for interventions at
room level is $215k providing a minimum saving of $20k per year of electricity and $0.4k per year
of natural gas. Using equation 4-16, the discounted payback period is equal to (8 + |-7.4| / (32+0.6)
= 8.23 years. Using incentives from the state, like the ones offered by NYSERDA would allow
RIT to invest in retrofitting with lower payback period.
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Table 4-3 Calculation of cumulative discounted cash flow for electricity and natural gas
savings

Discounted rate (1+t)i

Cash flow

Discounted cash
flow ($ thousand)

($ thousand)
Year
(y)

Electricity

0

Natural
Gas

Electricity
(i=5.35%)

Natural
Gas
t=(4.1%)

Electricity

Cumulative
discounted
cash flow

Natural
Gas

-215

-215

1

20

0.4

1.05

1.04

21.1

0.4

-193.5

2

20

0.4

1.11

1.08

22.2

0.4

-170.9

3

20

0.4

1.17

1.13

23.4

0.5

-147.0

4

20

0.4

1.23

1.17

24.6

0.5

-121.9

5

20

0.4

1.30

1.22

26.0

0.5

-95.5

6

20

0.4

1.37

1.27

27.3

0.5

-67.6

7

20

0.4

1.44

1.32

28.8

0.5

-38.3

8 (A)

20

0.4

1.52

1.38

30.3

0.6

-7.4 (B)

9

20

0.4

1.60

1.44

32.0

0.6

25.1

Besides the economic benefits, many educational institutions must achieve greenhouse (GHG) gas
emission reduction, eg. SUNY campuses’ goal is to reduce GHG emissions by 40% by 2030 from
1990 levels (SUNY, 2018). Therefore, GHG emissions should also be considered for Go or No Go
for investment. There are three types of GHG emissions that the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (World
Business Control for Sustainable Development and World Resources Institute, 2001) provides as
standard:

Scope 1 are the direct GHG emission by an institution including the combustion in

their processes, Scope 2 are the indirect emissions from purchased electricity, heat or steam, and
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Scope 3 are other indirect emissions that are not controlled by the institution like emissions by
extraction of fuel, transport by vehicles not owned by the institution, transportation and distribution
losses from the energy grid, outsourced activities, etc.

At the Rochester Institute of Technology campus (RIT, 2017) Scope 1 emissions are from direct
GHG emissions that are a result of the combustion on campus to heat buildings where the emission
factor (EFNG) is equivalent to 0.05198 metric tons COeq/MMBtu, Scope 2 emissions are from
purchased energy from the grid where the emission factor (EFElec) is equivalent to 0.1807 metric
tons COeq/MWh, and Scope 3 emissions are transmission and distribution losses which are around
10% of Scope 2 emissions. Equation 4-17 is used to calculate GHG emissions reduction at RIT
campus per year.
RIT − GHG reductions
= 𝐸𝐹𝑁𝐺 . Natural gas savings on site
+ EF𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐 . Electricity savings from purchased energy

4-17

+ Energy savings from electricity transmission and distribution losses

At RIT, the proposed solution provides greenhouse gas reduction on site by lowering electricity
consumption by 32.68 MTCO2eq/year, and lowering natural gas consumption by 2.48
MTCO2eq/year.

Considering that a typical passenger vehicle emits about 4.6 metric tons of

carbon dioxide per year (EPA, 2018), the projected greenhouse gas reduction equals emissions
from 7 vehicles. This is explained by the quality of the grid at RIT, which has onsite solar panels
and purchased electricity generated by hydropower. Given that the typical New York household
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consumes around 6.7MWh/year (NYSERDA, 2018) and the projected electricity savings are 164
MWh/year, the projected electricity savings could power 25 houses.
4.5

Conclusions of this chapter

A method to estimate savings at a campus level was proposed. In general, investment and savings
are dependent on the number of operational hours of the HVAC system, the type of system retrofit,
and number of classrooms included in the analysis. Therefore, different scenarios could be built
by aggregating investment and savings by building or academic department, to determine the
retrofit that has the best payback period. The estimated simple payback period calculated for RIT,
when controllers are already BACnet is between 3 to 6 years for heat pumps and existing variable
air volume systems, this varies if occupancy sensors need to be installed or not. When there is a
need to update controllers to BACnet, the simple payback period is around 10 years. When time
value of money is included in the evaluation, the project has a discounted payback period of around
8 years, however, this payback period includes labor hours from software and controls engineering
to integrate databases. If this software is obtained via open-source repositories, expenses from
programming could be substantially avoided, with a discounted payback period of 5 years.
Therefore, RIT is interested in building open source software for distribution so different campuses
can take advantage of it.
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5

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AT RIT

In Chapter 4, the methodology to estimate energy savings was presented based on theorical
formulas. The goal of this chapter, Chapter 5, is to quantify energy savings of the proposed control
method under real conditions when classrooms are in session in a university building.

The

following research question is answered: Do the proposed savings calculations from chapter 4
match operational performance in a real building?

5.1

Introduction

Mirakhorli and Dong (2016), summarized experimental results using occupancy data from several
authors, those reviewed here are the ones that modified the operation of a variable air volume
controller. Goyal et al. (2015), proposed a rule based control that modified flow rate and
temperature of the zone using occupancy predictions from passive infrared sensors (PIR) for a
three persons office. The proposed rule achieved a savings of 39% over the conventional controller
that only used temperature feedback but did not use occupancy information. Biyik et al. (2014)
proposed a control that modified the temperature set point based on weather data and predicted
occupancy to modify VAV boxes associated to a single roof top unit, achieving 20-40% energy
savings during summer. Agarwal et al. (2010) used wireless sensors to determine occupancy
presence in a four-story building to modify the thermostat setting when a room was unoccupied
during fall and spring, achieving 15% HVAC electricity savings. Parisio et al. (2014) tested a
predictive control model in one laboratory with dampers and heating radiator. Using occupancy
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and weather prediction to modify the temperature and airflow, Pariso et al. achieved an energy
savings of 31–33%. The experiment presented in this chapter adjusts schedules and airflow
settings based on deterministic occupancy from the academic registrar. The experiment was
performed on the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) campus located in Rochester, New
York. The building chosen for experimentation was the Golisano Institute for Sustainability’s
(GIS) building. The GIS building is LEED Platinum certified in 2013, and is composed of 4
classrooms, research areas, laboratories, offices, meeting rooms and an auditorium. The following
sections explain the existing system, the experiment plan, results and discussion.
5.2

Experiment plan

5.2.1 Description of the building’s systems
The GIS building, pictured in Figure 5-1, is five stories with a total gross square footage of 83,670
sqft.

The energy system has diverse energy resources such as a 400kW fuel cell, 45kW

photovoltaic array, 3kW wind turbines, a geothermal system, radiant glass and floors, a rainwater
treatment system and electric vehicle charging stations. The system was designed to consume 55%
of the energy baseline calculated using the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 specifications (Golisano Institute
for Sustainability, 2017).
Cooling and heating are provided by the hot and chilled water supplied from the Campus Boiler
and Chilled Water Campus Plant.

The boiler supplies medium temperature heated water

(MTHWS) to a loop that is connected to the building. The MTHWS is then distributed to the
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HVAC system heating coils and then returns to the campus loop. Figure 5-2 shows the distribution
of the Campus Hot Water and Chilled Water through the building to different building systems.

Figure 5-1 Golisano Institute for Sustainability building (GIS, 2013)

Figure 5-2 Chilled Water and Hot Water distribution
CHW-chilled water, LGW-low grade water output and input, HGW-high grade water output and input,
MTHW-medium temperature hot water supply and return, HW-hot water supply and return, BPHE-HX –
heat exchanger.
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Ventilation is provided by two air handling units (AHU1 and AHU2) and an enthalpy wheel or
energy recovery unit (ERU or also called AHU3). The AHU1 distributes air to the laboratories,
storage rooms and common areas, AHU2 distributes air to two server rooms, ERU supplies air to
offices, classroom, auditorium and some laboratories, through an induction chilled beam. The
ERU provides an airflow of 18,878 cfm which is 100% outside air. The ERU collects the outside
air and climatizes it to achieve the setpoints of 60°F for supply air temperature and 40% relative
humidity. The value of 40% relative humidity is controlled by a Dew Point set to 52°F, but th
value could vary between 40% to 60%. If dehumidification is required, the cooling valve opens.
The analysis will focus on the ERU, since this is the main air handling unit that provides ventilation
to the classrooms.
5.2.2 Description of classrooms’ HVAC system
The HVAC system provides 100% outdoor air to the classrooms through an energy recovery wheel
that conditions the outdoor temperature through an energy recovery unit (AHU3 or ERU). The
ERU is composed of an enthalpy and desiccant wheel, supply, return and exhaust fans; heating
and cooling coils supply and return TCS0, THS0, TCR0, THR0. The conditioned air is supplied at an
airflow rate by the supply fan, total supplied airflow (cfmtot) varies according to the demand of the
rooms connected to the system by keeping a designed pressure and setting supply air temperature
(TSA). The air is supplied from the ERU to the room through variable air volume (VAV) box
terminals which have a damper to control the air flow (cfmvav). The chosen airflow is based on
the designed minimum and maximum air supply values and pressure setting. Then the air is
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supplied to the induction units which also have supply and return cooling and heating coils (TCS1,
THS1, TCR1, THR1) and a discharge air temperature sensor (TDA). Temperature input is provided by
the zone thermostat (Tz). Occupancy presence (occupied or unoccupied) is detected by an
occupancy sensor.

When the airflow reaches the minimum airflow setting and the zone

temperature (Tz) drops below the heating setting, the heating coil valve is activated to warm the
air, the discharge air temperature (TDA) is increased to reach the zone temperature setting until it
achieves a maximum of no more than 15°F above room temperature (ASHRAEd, 2016). If by then
the zone temperature is still below the setting, the airflow is increased until the zone temperature
achieves the setting (Murphy, 2011). Additionally, the room has a CO2 sensor which is not used
for demand control but to activate the maximum air supply setting if CO2 exceeds the permissible
levels.
The building automation system includes optimal start operation, which conditions the air at the
energy recovery unit before occupancy is detected based on the operational hours schedule
settings. Each classroom has two induction units and one VAV box, which allow for the
adjustment of operation at a room level. Figure 5-3 is a scheme of air distribution and sensors.

Figure 5-3 Supply air distribution and main sensors experiment set up
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5.2.3 Baseline and test stages
The experiment was split into 4 stages: S0, S1, S2, and S3. The experiment baseline stage (S0) is
based on the existing controller and its settings. The temperature settings are chosen by the
designer according to the climate zone, these settings are used to determine the operational mode
between heating or cooling through the thermostat. The designed airflow settings (cfmdesign) were
calculated for the minimum airflow for the maximum occupancy plus 30% to comply with the
LEED credit requirement (Eq. 2-3). When the room is unoccupied outside operational hours, no
airflow is provided. When the room is unoccupied during operational hours, the airflow setting is
in occupied standby mode equal to the minimum airflow (cfmmin-op) to allow operation of the
induction units, which varies between 280 to 300 cfm for each classroom to maintain a minimum
pressure of 0.4 inches water column. When a room is occupied and the thermostat indicates a
need for heating or cooling, heating or cooling valves open and the flow setpoint increases the
occupied standby mode setting to a maximum airflow setting until the indoor temperature setting
is achieved (1.2cfmdesign). Once the temperature setting is achieved, the valves close and air flow
is supplied at the minimum designed rate (cfmdesign). The schedule settings are the same for the
whole building, with 10 operational hours (8:00 – 18:00), but the equipment runs for an additional
hour as the control logic has an “optimal start” to precondition the rooms for occupancy as
explained previously. Table 5-1 shows an example of the settings for baseline and testing stages
during Tuesday’s schedule.
Stage 1 - Schedule (S1): The schedule settings vary based on the academic registrar schedule.
When a room has a lecture scheduled, the airflow setpoint is the minimum designed based on
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maximum scheduled occupancy in that classroom (cfmmax-schd). When the room does not have a
lecture scheduled, the room is considered as unoccupied with an airflow setpoint equal to 0.
Stage 2- Airflow (S2): The schedule is kept fixed as in the baseline. During operational hours,
when the room is occupied, the airflow is reduced to the calculated value from equation 2-3, but
based on the maximum scheduled occupancy. When the room is unoccupied, the airflow setting is
the same as in the baseline.
Stage 3 – Schedule + Airflow (S3): The schedule is variable, so when the room has no lecture
scheduled, the room setting is unoccupied mode with an airflow setting equal to 0. Otherwise, the
minimum airflow settings are based on the maximum scheduled occupancy (cfmmax-schd).

Table 5-1 Experiment stages with variations of operational schedule and minimum airflow
settings for Occupied (O), Unoccupied (U) hours during operational schedule
S0: Baseline
Min.
airflow
(cfm)

Operation
hours
(fixed)

Room

O

U

2140

550

293

3140

590

3150
3160

S1: Schedule

S2: Airflow

Min.
airflow
(cfm)

Min.
airflow
(cfm)

Operation
hours
(variable)

O

U

10

550

0

295

10

590

600

300

10

590

295

10

S3: Schedule + Airflow
Operation
hours
(fixed)

O

U

2.5

320

293

0

4.5

377

600

0

8

590

0

6.5

Min.
airflow
(cfm)

Operation
hours
(variable)

O

U

10

320

0

2.5

295

10

377

0

4.5

558

300

10

558

0

8

453

295

10

453

0

6.5

Figure 5-4a shows the explained baseline VAV control logic. For the experiment, the proposed
logic from Chapter 2 was partially implemented as shown in Figure 5-4b. Since the HVAC system
is composed of VAV and induction units, there is a minimum airflow required to operate the
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induction units (cfm

min-op=

[280-300 cfm]). Although several classrooms scheduled at the

building had student registration between 36 to 50% of the maximum room occupancy, the
induction units limit the minimum airflow value that could be adjusted using the registered
occupancy.
Start

Start

Building in
operational
schedule?

YES

Classroom
scheduled?

NO

Occupied
Designed Mode
cfm=cfmdesign
Ts=Thtgo, Tclgo

YES
Unoccupied
Mode
cfm=0
Ts=Thtgu, Tclgu

Unoccupied
Mode
cfm=0
Ts=Thtgu, Tclgu

YES

YES
Occupancy
detected
>= 15min?

YES

NO

Occupancy
detected?

Occupancy
detected?

NO

NO

YES

Occupancy
detected?

NO

Occupied
Standby Mode
cfm=cfmmin-op
Ts=Thtgo, Tclgo

Occupied
Standby Mode
cfm=cfmmin
Ts=Thtgo, Tclgo

YES

NO

Occupied
Scheduled Mode
cfm=cfmmaxschd
Ts=Thtgo, Tclgo

NO
Occupancy
detected?

a)

b)
Figure 5-4 a) Baseline VAV control logic. b) Experiment VAV Stage 3 control logic

Given that the experiment was performed during the transition from winter to spring season, which
could require cooling and heating, it was decided to adjust the minimum airflow settings for the
maximum scheduled occupancy at each classroom (cfmmax-schd) instead of hourly variations to
prevent malfunction of the induction units. Although the airflow was not variable, the schedule
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was variable, so when it was known that the room will not have occupancy, instead of operating
at the occupied standby mode, it would operate as unoccupied mode providing no airflow.
5.2.4 Energy consumption calculations
Thermal energy is provided at the air handling unit level/energy recovery unit (ERU) level and at
the room level. The ERU controls latent (humidity) and sensible loads (air temperature),
meanwhile at the room level only sensible loads are controlled based on the thermostat temperature
sensor. Energy calculations can be calculated from the difference in temperature between the
supplied, discharged and returned air temperatures both at the air handling unit level and room
level. The energy recovery unit by itself provides energy savings by mixing the return air with the
outdoor air, however, these savings are not considered in this study to identify only the savings by
the proposed method, nor are savings by the desiccant wheel which reduces latent heat load
included in the analysis. The chilled water and hot water coils are connected to a boiler and chiller
plant, although our proposed method would also affect these consumptions, calculations are
focused on savings at the room level. The ERU distributes air to several rooms (laboratories,
offices, auditorium, classrooms, meeting rooms, etc) through several VAV boxes; however, the
presented calculations are energy savings for classrooms. It is assumed that there are not losses
on the system, so the energy consumption of each room is proportional to the airflow required by
each space. Based on Koh et al. (2015), Ramachandran et al. (2017) and ASHRAEd (2016) the
following formulas are used to calculate energy consumption:
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Energy consumption from ventilation at AHU level: The building’s supply, exhaust and return
air fans and energy recovery unit have energy meters (ES, EE, ER, ERU). Energy consumption from
ventilation is measured directly from these meters:
Event-tot (kWh) = ES + EE + ER + ERU

5-1

Energy consumption from cooling and heating at AHU level: Hot water and chilled water coils
have sensors to measure flow, supply and return supply temperature for both heating (gpm HW,
THS0, THR0) and cooling coils (gpmCW, TCS0, TCR0). In equations 5-2 and 5-3 cw is the water specific
heat capacity (1BTU/(°F.lb)), γw is water density (8.34 lb/gal) and h is the operational time in
minutes:
Ecooling-tot (Btu) = cw γw gpmCW (TCR0-TCS0) h

5-2

Eheating-tot (Btu) = cw γw gpmHW(TS0-TR0) h

5-3

Energy consumption from ventilation at room level: The conditioned total airflow (cfmtot) is
distributed by the supply fan at the AHU to the classrooms. The damper at the variable air volume
terminal box (VAV) will open and close to provide airflow according to the airflow settings at
each classroom (cfmvav). Assuming that there is no air leakage through the ducts, and the impact
of the fan efficiency decrease is neglected, energy consumption by ventilation at the room can be
calculated using Equation 5-4:
Event-vav (kWh) = Event-tot (cfmvav/cfmtot)

5-4

Energy consumption from space heating and re-heating at room level: If the zone temperature
(Tz) is below the thermostat settings, then there is re-heating at the room level. In the classrooms,
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the VAV terminal is complemented with induction beams with cooling and heating coils, however
it was found that flow measurements were not reliable, therefore calculations are estimated from
airflow values. If there is no supply air temperature sensor at the VAV, it is assumed that they are
approximately equal to the supply air temperature at the air handling unit level. In this case, the
system has discharge air temperature sensors (TDA), which are used to measure the energy used
for reheating, where ca is the air specific heat capacity (0.24 BTU/(°F.lb)), γa is air density (0.075
lb/ft3) and h is the operational time in minutes:
Ere-heating (Btu) = ca γa cfmvav(TD-TSA) h

5-5

If TDA>TSA, Eheating-vav (Btu) = Eheating-tot (cfmvav/cfmtot) + Ere-heating (Btu)
If TDA≤TSA, Eheating-vav (Btu) = Eheating-tot (cfmvav/cfmtot)

5-6

Energy consumption from space cooling at room level: Since there are not return air sensors
in the VAV, it is assumed that the return temperature is equal to the zone temperature measured
by the thermostat:
If TDA< TSA, Ecooling-vav (Btu) = ca γa cfmvav(TZ-TSA) h + Ecooling-tot (cfmvav/cfmtot)
If TDA≥TSA, Ecooling-vav (Btu) = Ecooling-tot (cfmvav/cfmtot)

5.3

5-7

Experiment results

Each experiment stage was performed for one week, the outdoor temperature conditions varied
from 35°F (2°C) to 80°F (26.7°C) due to the seasonal transition from winter to spring.
shows the outdoor conditions, and the comparison of energy consumption at the room level for
one classroom for each stage by week from Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 18:00.
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a)

b)
c)
Figure 5-5 Experiment results at one classroom for every stage per week from Mon – Fri
8:00 to 18:00 a) results per hour, b) ventilation and c) space heating results aggregated by
day and week
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As Figure 5-5 shows, at Stage 0 ventilation consumption is equal to 0 only at the start and end of
the operational hours (8am), meanwhile at Stage 1, ventilation is equal to 0 every time there is no
class scheduled and the occupancy sensor does not detect presence. During Stage 1, as the schedule
is set to have unoccupied periods, the thermostat settings drop to the unoccupied setting. However,
once the classroom is scheduled for occupancy again, this produces peaks in ventilation and in
space heating to achieve the desired thermostat setting. During Stage 2, since the minimum airflow
setting is reduced from 590 cfm to 377 cfm, the energy consumption reduces proportionally, which
also produces a reduction on space heating. As Figure 5-5a shows, there is a peak in cooling,
which could be explained by the sudden increment of outdoor temperature. Most of the experiment
was performed under heating mode, therefore there is not enough energy consumption data under
cooling mode to evaluate savings between stages.

During Stage 3, where both airflow and

schedule are adjusted, peaks similar to Stage 1 are also seen on space heating at Stage 1. It is
concluded that even though there is overall less consumption in ventilation, having periods with
airflow equal to zero could demand higher space heating consumption.
Figure 5-5b shows the aggregated results by day of the week and the week average for ventilation
electricity consumption. Energy savings for classroom 3140 for the combination of airflow and
schedule adjustments is equal to 36% which is close to the estimated savings using formulas from
the previous section of around 34% (See Appendix C).
Figure 5-5c shows the aggregated results for space heating, although it seems that there are savings
for all stages, the space heating depends on the outdoor temperature. Therefore, it is necessary to
normalize the values in order to have a real energy savings estimation. A normalized baseline is
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calculated for each stage condition, the baseline energy consumption is divided by the heating
hours during the baseline stage and then multiplied by the heating hours during the analyzed stage
(Avina, 2012, Granderson, 2014).
The heating degrees for every stage are calculated from the difference of temperature between the
supply air temperature and the discharge air temperature. Table 5-2 shows the results from the
normalizations of the baseline for each stage as well as the aggregated savings. Higher electricity
savings are produced by the combination of schedule and airflow adjustments, generating savings
of 36% over the baseline. Higher natural gas savings are produced by adjusting only the airflow,
which produced a saving of 31% over the baseline. Overall only adjusting the airflow can provided
higher total energy savings for classroom 3140.
Table 5-2 Aggregated energy savings per stage per week for classroom 3140
S0
Analysis by week - Classroom 3140
Outside Air Temp (°F) – Avg
Outside Humidity % -Avg
Energy consumption
Ventilation (kWh) – Avg
Space Heating (MBtu) – Avg
Energy savings
Ventilation (kWh)
Electricity savings %
Normalized Baseline to test conditions for
Space Heating (MBtu)
Natural Gas (MBtu)
Natural Gas savings %
Total Savings (MBtu)
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S1

S3
Schedule
Baseline
Schedule Airflow +
Airflow
46.4
50.5
60.4
52.1
80.2
75
69.6
75.1
10.8
48.1

S2

9.8
36.8

8.1
31.9

6.9
32.5

1
-9%

2.7
-24%

3.9
-36%

46.1
9.3
-20%
12.6

45.9
14
-31%
23.0

40.3
7.8
-19%
21.0

Table 5-3 shows the normalized aggregated energy savings from the all classrooms. Greater
savings are generated from the combined strategies of adjusting the schedule and airflow,
providing a 39% reduction of electricity consumption. Absence of savings in natural gas are
explained by the schedule modification and thermostat settings for unoccupied hours, when there
are few hours that the classroom is used, there is a higher demand of re-heating to achieve the
thermostat settings. These peaks could be avoided by increasing the thermostat setting for
unoccupied mode during operational hours or by complementing energy savings activities with a
more efficient use of spaces.
Table 5-3 Aggregated energy savings of 4 classrooms at RIT by week of experiments S0baseline, S1 - adjusting only schedule, S2- adjusting only airflow, S3 - adjusting schedule
and airflow
S0
S1
S2
S3
Schedule
Analysis by week – All classrooms
Baseline Schedule
Airflow
+
Airflow
Outside Air Temp (°F) - Avg
46.4
50.5
60.4
52.1
Outside Humidity % -Avg

80.2

75.0

69.6

75.1

38.3

32.4

33.2

27.5

157.9

134.6

132.0

137.1

5.9

5.1

10.8

-21.2%

-18.4%

-38.8%

194.4

164.7

137.5

59.8

32.7

0.5

-31%

-20%

0%
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50.2

37.2

Energy consumption
Ventilation (kWh) - Avg
Space Heating (MBtu) - Avg
Energy savings
Ventilation (kWh) - Avg
Electricity savings %
Normalized Baseline to test conditions for
Space Heating (MBtu)
Natural Gas (MBtu)
Natural Gas savings %
Total savings (MBtu)
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5.4

Conclusions of this chapter

Ventilation energy savings for classroom 3140 were estimated as 34%, meanwhile the
experimental savings resulted in 36% of ventilation energy savings. This allows to conclude that
the estimation using the power fan law is good enough to estimate savings by the combined
strategies of schedule and airflow. Therefore, is validated that for electrical ventilation savings,
there is no need of a complex simulation model to estimate savings from this strategy.
The results presented in this chapter confirm that the proposed control logic improves the current
controller by avoiding conditioning the room when unoccupied hours are scheduled. The baseline
controller assigns a minimum airflow during stand-by mode, this is when the detector does not
register occupancy during operational hours. Since the ASHRAE 62.1-2016 (ASHRAEb, 2016)
allows for the reduction of ventilation airflow to zero during stand-by mode, the proposed
controller uses the registrar data to override the mode to unoccupied when classrooms are expected
to be empty, as a result, airflow is not provided nor conditioned. Also during occupancy mode,
the proposed controller requests the calculated airflow for the maximum scheduled occupancy
instead of the designed airflow calculated for the maximum room occupancy, which reduces
energy consumption in ventilation from the air handling unit.
Comparing total energy savings after each stage, greater savings depends on the energy source and
schedule per classroom. For classroom 3140, there are higher savings only when the airflow is
modified, however when aggregating the 4 classrooms, there are higher energy savings only when
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the schedule is adjusted. This depends on the current use of the space, if there are not many hours
that the space is being used versus a lower airflow for low occupancy.
When schedule and airflow strategies are combined, there are higher electricity savings from
ventilation (39%). Although this strategy provides less savings in space heating, this is explained
by peaks of space conditioning between unoccupied and occupied hours during operational hours.
Since the unoccupied state reduces the airflow to near zero and the unoccupied thermostat setting
is less than 65°F, when the next class is scheduled, there is a sudden need of natural gas for heating
the space, so the room thermostat can achieve the occupied thermostat setting. Therefore, a
probable solution of this problem is to set a higher unoccupied thermostat setting Future work is
required to determine this value, given that the controllers have an “optimal start” option, it is
probable that if the combined strategy of schedule and airflow is tested for longer, that the
controller will be able to identify the proper time to start conditioning the room too.
During winter, the recommendation for an energy manager with similar systems to the one
presented in this experiment, is to implement the mixed strategy of variable schedule and lower
airflow.

This will reduce electricity purchase, which has a higher price than natural gas.

Considering that peak demand is driven by electricity, ventilation electricity savings would be
more economically beneficial for the campus. To avoid higher natural gas consumption, the
thermostat setpoint for unoccupied hours should not be too low. According to each climate zone,
the winter recommended minimum thermostat setting from Table 2-1 could be used as a reference.
Also, all classes could be schedule back to back to avoid periods of downtime and the need to
reheat the classroom.
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6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation has presented a data-driven control method that reduces energy consumption for
lecture classrooms at institutions for higher education. The following benefits and additions to the
literature have been made:
1. First, the recommended thermostat settings based on climate zones and clothing could be
used for simulation and for experimentation set up. The threshold could be used to
determine thermostat settings for unoccupied and occupied hours.
2. Second, occupancy schedules for lecture classrooms in a university could be determined at
a state level by using the parameters from the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) as a predictor of classroom average enrollment and time use. These schedules
could be used for simulation, which would help designers avoid oversizing equipment.
3. Third, the solution contributes to reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions. Although there are peaks of space conditioning, overall there are economic
savings of combined airflow and schedule strategies over current operating procedures.

The presented work could be continued by:
1. Testing the recommended comfort temperatures to confirm if they improve occupants’
thermal comfort over current settings;
2. Calculating schedules and implementing the project in other type of spaces such as
laboratories;
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3. Extending the analysis of economic benefits under peak demand hour operation and for
other HVAC equipment like chillers, boilers;
4. Performing experimental studies under other outdoor conditions like summer and in other
buildings with different HVAC system, for example without induction units to allow
modification of the airflow per lecture session.
5. Proposing a methodology to calculate the optimal thermostat setting for unoccupied mode
during operational hours to avoid space conditioning peaks but to benefit from ventilation
electricity savings.
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APPENDICES
A. Occupancy modeling data
The SUNY Capital Funds requested different consulting companies to build space utilization
reports per each campus. However, the terminology of each company is not equivalent. Part of
the work of this thesis was to aggregate all this data and standardize calculation methods per
campus. The following are the common variables:
Campus ID: campus identifier assigned to each SUNY campus.
InstCat: NCES’s education degree category
InstSize: NCES’s enrollment size category
Room: Original room label from the data
MaxCap: maximum capacity of the room
Tot Enrl: average number of students enrolled per room
Tot Room: number of rooms per building.
AvgPctg Occupancy: average percentage occupancy is the number of seats occupied
Weekly SchedHours (WSCH): weekly schedules hours are the number of hours there is a lecture
in the room per week
Pct Utilization: The percentage utilization of WSCH over a 40hours schedule
Space factor: Multiplication of percentage utilization by percentage occupancy. and average
percentage occupancy
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Table A-1 SUNY Data – Maximum Capacity, classroom occupancy and weekly scheduled
hours
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Table A-2 SUNY Data – Classroom time use
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ABSTRACT
Post-occupancy research shows that only 11% of commercial buildings met the ASHRAE thermal comfort standard.
Many buildings are too warm in winter and/or too cool in summer, wasting energy and not providing comfort. We
investigate potential energy savings in U.S. offices and restaurants if thermostat settings are changed according the
updated ASHRAE 55-2013 comfort model that accounts for outdoor temperature and clothing choice for different
climate zones. We develop eQUEST building models calibrated to reproduce energy consumption statistics. Changes
in energy consumption due to the new settings are analyzed for 14 cities, results are extrapolated to estimate potential
national savings. We find that, depending on the climate zone, each degree increase in the summer saves 0.6 to 1.0%
of total building electricity consumption. Each degree the winter setting is lowered saves 1.2% to 8.7% of total building
natural gas consumption. With new thermostat settings, national savings are 2.5% of the total consumed in all office
buildings and restaurants, summing up to national savings of 69.6 million GJ annually, comparable to all 2015 total
solar PV generation in U.S. The goals of improved comfort and energy/economic savings are thus co-aligned, raising
the importance of thermostat management as an energy efficiency strategy.

Keywords: Energy efficient buildings, Commercial building stocks, dynamic clothing insulation model, Operationfocused interventions, Energy management, Thermal comfort, Thermostat settings.

1.
Introduction
Commercial buildings represent 19% of United States primary energy consumption [1] with a total of 8,116
million square meters of floor space [2], and an annual primary energy consumption of 19.26 Billion GJ [3]. 42% of
this energy is consumed by heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems [1]. Energy savings strategies
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for HVAC systems in commercial buildings are thus important on a national scale. Moreover, between 2003 and 2012
there was a 14% increase in the number of buildings and a 22% increase in floorspace, suggesting the issue is growing
in importance [2].
Although HVAC systems should provide thermal comfort, post-occupancy research of over 370 commercial
buildings around the world (70% in the U.S.) showed that only 11% of the buildings met the criteria that no more than
20% of building occupants be dissatisfied [4]. In order to improve thermal comfort prediction, the latest version of
the Thermal Comfort Standard - ASHRAE 55-2013 [5] introduces a new feature to thermostat settings design:
modeling of the comfort experienced by occupants and their choice of clothing [6]. For example, on a cold winter day
occupants will wear more clothing, thus they will be more comfortable in a cooler room. This is important because
occupants will choose clothing depending on the season/weather conditions, thus to better deliver comfort building
thermostat settings should account for clothing choice.
Thermostat settings are not only important for thermal comfort but also for energy consumption. The General
Services Administration (GSA) Public Buildings Service recommends thermostat settings in summer from 23.3°C
(74°F) to 25.6°C (78°F) [7] to achieve energy savings of 1 to 3% for each degree when the thermostat is set above
22.3°C (72°F). The Consumer Energy Center from the California Energy Commission recommends setting thermostat
in winter to 20°C (68°F) [8] to achieve 5-20% energy savings. Although both reports show the relevance of the
thermostat settings on energy consumption and the same recommendations are found in other references [9,10], there
is as yet little research that links thermal comfort models to energy savings strategies on commercial buildings in U.S.
Given this context we pose the following research question: to what extent are the objectives of comfort and
energy-saving co-aligned? If, for example, occupants are actually more comfortable with lower winter thermostat
settings, comfort is improved and energy is saved. Conversely, it could be that making occupants more comfortable
would require lowering thermostat settings in summer or raising them in winter, increasing energy use. If savings are
found, the co-alignment of comfort and energy savings goals could help persuade facility managers to change
thermostat-setting practices.
We explore the research question via a case study in which we model the shift in energy use due to changing
thermostat settings in U.S. office buildings and restaurants. Current thermostat settings are taken as 21°C (70°F) year-
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round, we compare this to a new thermostat setting scheme designed to deliver comfort accounting for occupants
wearing different clothing depending on the climate. Specifically, we develop winter and summer thermostat settings
for different U.S. climate zones by interpreting the ASHRAE comfort model accounting for the role of clothing choice.
The macro-level energy implications of changing thermostat savings is done by calibrating a building level energy
simulation model (eQUEST) to reproduce aggregate energy consumption as reported in the 2003 Commercial
Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) [11]. Annual energy use for baseline and modified thermostat settings
are compared for different U.S. climate zones and then extrapolated to the national level.
Reviewing related literature, Azar and Menassa [12] estimate energy savings for the stock of commercial
buildings in different climate zones across the U.S from different strategies, including changing thermostat settings.
At the building level, Fernandez et al [13] analyzes several temperature strategies on supply air, chiller water,
schedules, and thermostat set points for large office buildings. Their strategy is to set two thermostat settings 20.6°C
(69°F) for the heating season to 23.9°C (75°F) for the cooling season. This thermostat schedule is also used in the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Energy Retrofit Guide [14], reported to yield an average energy saving of 8%
of the total site usage from a baseline of 21.7°C (71°F) for heating and 22.8°C (73°F) for cooling season. Hoyt et al
[15] analyze energy consumption and thermostat settings by climate zones for midrise offices with variations on the
Variable Air Volume (VAV) system and thermostat settings. Based on this research, Brager et al [16] concluded that
from a thermostat baseline between 22°C and 24°C expanding the settings 1°C for cooling or heating could reduce
around 10% of HVAC energy consumption. Outside the U.S, Gaglia et al. [17] calculated energy savings for the nonresidential building stocks in Greece, they considered that thermostats strategies could increase 5% of HVAC energy
consumption. The British Council for Offices [18] recommended a thermostat setpoint of 24°C for UK offices,
estimating savings of 0.7% of total energy consumption from a 22°C baseline, Indraganti et al [19] confirmed that the
Japanese policy to increase the thermostat to 28°C in summer at offices buildings would still provide thermal comfort
for occupants.
The above literature review shows there is a variety of prior work that explores energy savings for different
thermostat settings. The contribution of this work is make the connection between comfort and energy use in
thermostat settings, in particular considering how climate influences clothing choice and thus comfortable thermostat
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settings. While our main goal is to understand the linkage between comfort and energy use, note that our thermostat
setting scheme accounting that vary by season and climate zone is relevant to the comfort literature. In the energy
domain, our calibration eQUEST [20] simulation models for individual buildings to reproduce national aggregate
consumption by climate zone is of general use.
2.
Method overview
The proposed method combines thermal comfort theory with energy savings calculations for a group of existing
commercial buildings. Figure 1 shows the overall flow of the method. First, we find the thermostat settings by climate
zone that meet occupants’ thermal comfort according to the standard ASHRAE 55-2013[5]. By using the Center for
the Built Environment’s (CBE) Thermal Comfort Tool [21] and fixing environmental variables typical in commercial
buildings, we build a relationship between outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. and the maximum and minimum
thermostat settings that will achieve a satisfied building population greater than 80%. We select 14 cities across U.S.
and find the average outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. by season (summer and winter) using their Typical
Meteorological Year weather files (TMY3) [22]. Using these temperature values in the ASHRAE comfort functions,
we calculate thermostat settings by city and then aggregate the results to obtain the maximum and minimum thermostat
settings by climate zone in the U.S. While thermostat settings could in principle vary day-by-day, in practice this
would be such a dramatic shift from current practice, we propose different winter/summer settings in order to be more
practicable for facility managers across the U.S. and better reflect typical capacity to manage settings. Also, given
the variability in expected hours of occupancy, the settings are applied 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Next, the change in energy use for the new thermostat settings are calculated for two types of mechanically
conditioned (electrical cooling and natural gas heating) commercial buildings: office buildings and full service
restaurants. Both types of buildings are simulated using eQUEST 3.65, starting with a default model [20]. As we aim
to estimate potential savings for an aggregate group of existing buildings, rather than an individual building, we alter
building characteristics so that the energy consumption of each type of building in each climate zone matches the 2003
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS). For this step, both types of buildings are simulated for
14 selected cities, setting an average thermostat baseline of 21.1°C (70°F). The results are analyzed by climate zone,
so the individual models are calibrated by changing the equipment efficiency to approximate the group results to the
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CBECS ratios. The calibrated energy models are set as a baseline, we then find the change in energy use from changing
winter and summer thermostat settings away from 21.1°C (70°F) for the 14 selected cities. Then we aggregate the
city results by climate zone to determine the average savings by climate zone and type of building.
Finally, the national change in energy use due to the new thermostat settings is calculated. The change of energy
use in each climate zone is weighted by the total floor space to obtain a national change in electricity and natural gas
consumption for mechanically conditioned offices and restaurants. Economic implications of the thermostat change
are assessed assuming an average cost of electricity of 0.10 $/kWh [23] and of natural gas of 7.89 $/MMBtu [24].

Fig. 1 Overview of methodology to determine climate-dependent thermostat settings and estimate change in energy
use
3.
Thermal comfort settings for US climate zones
In this section we draw on prior thermal comfort models to develop recommended thermostat settings for the U.S.
that depend on season and geographical location.
3.1. Thermal comfort model
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Thermostat settings are designed according to the Thermal Comfort Standard - ASHRAE 55, based on the Predicted
Mean Vote (PMV) model [5]. PMV is a measure of occupant’s comfort, using a scale that ranges from +3 to -3 (+3
= hot, +2 = warm, +1 = slightly warm, 0 = neutral, -1 = slightly cool, -2 = cool, -3 = cold). The model predicts PMV
as a function of six variables: metabolic rate (met), clothing insulation (Icl), relative humidity (RH), air temperature
(ta), radiant temperature (tr) and air speed (Va). According to the standard, compliance is achieved if -0.5<PMV<0.5,
which also means that thermal satisfaction is obtained inside a threshold with a maximum air temperature related to
PMV =+0.5 and minimum air temperature related to PMV=-0.5. This model, initially proposed by Fanger in 1970
[25, 26], has been widely used to determine thermostat settings. However, post-occupancy research has showed
dissatisfaction far higher than the allowed by the standard [4]. From a variety of field studies [27, 28], Humphrey, de
Dear and Brager found that any thermal model should reflect a human thermal adaptation based on outdoor
temperature as they found a correlation between the indoor comfort temperature and the mean outdoor temperature.
Since the PMV model did not include a variable related to outdoor temperature, a function of clothing insulation to
the outdoor temperature has been included in the latest version of the standard, ASHRAE 55-2013.
In the PMV model, clothing insulation (Icl) could vary between 0 to 2 clo, but most designers of building
mechanical systems usually select two values 0.5 clo for summer (e.g. short sleeve shirt and trousers) and 1.0 clo for
winter (e.g. long sleeve shirt, sweater and long trousers). This assumption neglects geographical differences in
climate: in winter an occupant in New York wears heavier clothes than one in Florida. Usually occupants change
clothing across season, according to weather conditions, so clothing insulation values should change with outdoor
temperature. Therefore, settings in cold climate zones should not be the same as warm climate zones. From the
ASHRAE existing building database, Schiavon and Lee [6] found a relationship between outdoor temperature at 06:00
a.m. (ta(out,6)) and clothing insulation (Icl) (Eq. 1), which has been included in the ASHRAE 55-2013 [5]
For ta(out,6) < -5°C
For -5°C ≤ ta(out,6) < 5°C
For 5°C ≤ ta(out,6) < 26°C
or ta(out,6) ≥ 26°C

Icl = 1.00
Icl = 0.818 − 0.0364 ta(out,6)
Icl = 10^(−0.1635−0.0066 ta(out,6))
Icl = 0.46

(Eq. 1)

3.2. Relationship between indoor and outdoor temperature to achieve a satisfied population ≥ 80%
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To build the relationship, four variables are fixed to represent characteristics of commercial buildings such as
offices, restaurants and education facilities. Based on Dear and Brager’s [28] analysis of existing mechanical
conditioned buildings from the ASHRAE database, we assume: met = 1.2 met (metabolic rate for seated person),
Va= 0.1 m/s, RH = 50%, ta = tr. Under these assumptions, the mean radiant temperature is equal to the air
temperature, which also represents the thermostat settings (th). With these four variables fixed, the two remaining
variables, clothing insulation (Icl) and air temperature (ta) that -0.5<PMV<0.5, are found using the Center for the
Built Environment’s (CBE) Thermal Comfort Tool [21]. As each value varies with clothing insulation, from the
relationship between outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. and the selected clothing by occupants (Eq. 1), two
functions are built relating the maximum and minimum thermostat setting (th) to the outdoor temperature at 6 a.m.
(ta(out,6)) with the highest value of PMV<0.5 or PMV >-0.5 (equation 3).
Maximum Thermostat Setting °C (Max th) = 0.08ta(out,6) + 24.4
Minimum Thermostat Setting °C (Min th) = 0.12ta(out,6) + 20.9 (Eq. 3)

With these two functions, the maximum and minimum thermostat settings can be selected according to the outdoor
temperature at 06:00 a.m. These thermostat settings are expected to result in a percentage of dissatisfied population
less than 20% and can be applied for any city in any climate zone or building where occupants are mostly seated (e.g.
restaurants, office buildings, educational buildings).
3.3. Recommended thermostat settings for 14 cities in different climate zones
The 2003 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (2003 CBECS) divides the U.S. into five climate zones.
The CBECS climate zones are aggregations of climate divisions as defined by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), which in turn are regions within a state that are as climatically homogeneous as possible.
Each NOAA climate division is placed into one of five CBECS climate zones based on its 30-year average heating
degree-days (HDD) and cooling degree-days (CDD) for the period 1971 through 2000[29]. Climate Zone 1 has less
than 2,000 CDD and greater than 7,000 HDD, Zone 2 has less than 2,000 CDD and 5,500-7,000 HDD, Zone 3 has
less than 2,000 CDD and 4,000-5,499 HDD, and Zone 5 has at least 2,000 CDD and less than 4,000 HDD. According
to this division, we have selected 14 cities from different climate zones:
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Climate Zone 1: Concord - New Hampshire, Minneapolis - Minnesota, Juneau – Alaska;
Climate Zone 2: Columbus - Ohio, Boston – Massachusetts;
Climate Zone 3: Philadelphia - Pennsylvania, Washington - DC, St. Louis – Missouri;
Climate Zone 4: Tulsa – Oklahoma, Little Rock – Arkansas, Atlanta – Georgia; and
Climate Zone 5: Houston – Texas, Phoenix - Arizona, Miami – Florida

The outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. is calculated from a city’s weather file. Crawley [30] compared energy
consumption data to simulations using different weather files, concluding that TMY2 weather files provide results
that closely represent typical weather patterns. TMY files are based on data from 1976 to 2005 provided by the
National Climatic Data Center. For our analysis we use the updated version of the TMY file, the TMY3. Since
thermostat settings depends on the facility manager, and not all commercial buildings have automatic controls, a single
thermostat setting is proposed for each city. The average outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. is determined for the
coldest and hottest season: winter (21 December to 21 March) and summer (21 June to 21 September) for each city.
Table 1 shows the results, first the average outdoor temperature at 06:00 a.m. is calculated for each city and each
season (third column), then these values are used in equation 3 to find the thermostat setting threshold (maximum and
minimum thermostat settings) per season for each city that should realize a satisfied population greater than 80%
(fourth column). As expected, the results for each city are similar by climate zone, also the warmer climate zone the
higher thermostat settings. Finally, we aggregate these results, which are the recommended thermostat settings by
climate zone.
A more sophisticated management system could involve adjusting thermostat settings every day according to the
weather. As mentioned earlier, to accommodate constraints on building management, we propose for two different
seasonal settings only, the winter settings can be extended to the fall season, and the summer settings can be used in
the spring season.
To check the plausibility of the recommended settings in Table 1, one approach would be to compare them with
current settings in commercial buildings. Unfortunately, there is insufficient public data on commercial thermostat
settings to enable this comparison. Alternatively, we examine the thermostat setting data of the Residential Energy
Consumption Survey (RECS). Since individual homeowners choose their own settings, these settings presumably
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reflect the comfort preferences. The RECS data indicates that U.S. homeowners on average set the thermostat at
21.1°C (70°F) for heating and 22.8°C (73°C) for cooling. Based on this, we suggest to use the minimum recommended
temperature for each season from the range in Table 1 is safe to ensure comfort (e.g. Climate Zone 2, Winter at 20°C
and Summer at 23°C). Facility managers interested in saving energy can explore raising the summer setting which
depending on circumstances, e.g. dress code, can still ensure comfort. Choi et al [31] performed a post-occupancy
evaluation of 20 U.S. General Services Administration office buildings and found that female occupants tends to prefer
higher summer temperatures, which was attributed to clothing difference. Also, Haghighat and Donnini [32], from an
analysis of different indoor air environment correlations for 12 office buildings in Canada, found that clothing
insulation values were much higher (about 0.11 clo) for males than for females in both seasons. Higher thermostat
settings in summer, above 23°C (73.4°F), were shown by Mendell and Mirer [33] to be associated with better health
outcomes for occupants. Therefore, raising summer thermostat setting to the maximum recommended temperature
(eg. Climate Zone 2, Summer at 26°C) with an adjustment on male dress code would achieve higher savings and

Climate Zone

higher comfort for more occupants.

1

2

3

4

5

City, State

Average Outdoor
Temperature
06:00 a.m. (°C)
Winter

Summer

Thermostat Settings (°C)
(-0.5<PMV<0.5)
Winter

Summer

Min

Max

Min

Max

Juneau, Alaska
Concord, New
Hampshire
Minneapolis,
Minnesota
Columbus, Ohio
Boston,
Massachusetts
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

-3.7

10.6

20

24

22

25

-8.2

14.4

20

24

23

26

-7.8
-3.4

17.0
17.4

20
20

24
24

23
23

26
26

-2.1

19.0

21

24

23

26

-1.2

20.1

21

24

23

26

Washington DC, DC
St. Louis, Missouri
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Little Rock, Arkansas
Atlanta, Georgia
Miami, Florida
Houston, Texas
Phoenix, Arizona

-1.1
-0.4
0.4
2.4
4.2
17.3
7.9
9.7

18.3
20.6
22.3
22.1
21.3
25.6
23.5
28.1

21
21
21
21
21
23
22
22

24
24
25
25
25
26
25
25

23
23
24
24
23
24
24
24

26
26
26
26
26
27
26
27

Recommended Thermostat Settings
by Climate Zone
Winter

Summer

20°C – 24°C
(68°F - 75°F)

23°C – 26°C
(73°F - 79°F)

20°C – 24°C
(68°F - 75°F)

23°C – 26°C
(73°F - 79°F)

21°C – 24°C
(70°F - 75°F)

23°C – 26°C
(73°F - 79°F)

21°C - 25°C
(70°F - 77°F)

24°C – 26°C
(75°F - 79°F)

22°C - 25°C
(72°F - 77°F)

24°C – 26°C
(75°F - 80°F)

Table 1 Recommended Thermostat Settings range by Climate Zone for mechanical conditioned buildings (fixed
variables: metabolic rate=1.2 met, air velocity =0.1 m/s, relative humidity= 50% and air temperature = mean radiant
temperature = thermostat settings). The temperature range corresponds to -0.5<Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) <0.5.
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4.
Energy savings from thermostat settings: office buildings and full service restaurants
The goal of this section is to estimate the change in energy use by changing the thermostat settings in two types
of commercial buildings in the U.S.: Office Buildings and Full Service Restaurants. After calibrating a model for
individual buildings to reproduce aggregate energy use, we find the change in energy use from marginal changes in
thermostat settings for the 14 selected cities in different climate zones. Lastly, we estimate the macro-level potential
energy savings on heating and cooling by changing the thermostat settings to recommended values by climate zone
shown in Table 1.
4.1 Modeling, calibrating and setting the baseline
In order to calculate the potential energy savings for the stock of commercial buildings, we need to find the energy
consumption baseline for the stock with an initial thermostat setting. 2003 CBECS microdata [11] provides detailed
energy consumption data by type of building, climate zone and energy end use. From this microdata we select two
types of Non-Mall buildings: type 2 - Office Buildings and type 15 – Food Service (Full Service Restaurants). We
calculate the electricity consumption per square foot for buildings with electrical space cooling and ventilation, and
the natural gas consumption per square foot for buildings with natural gas space heating. Since thermostat setting data
is not collected in CBECS, a thermostat threshold of 20°C-22°C (69°F-71°F) with an average setting of 21.1°C (70°F)
is assumed for occupied and non-occupied schedule, this was also assumed in Hoyt et al [15]. Table 2 shows the
energy consumption per square foot calculated by climate zone for the two types of commercial buildings.
2003 CBECS ENERGY
OFFICE BUILDING
CONSUMPTION PER SQUARE
CZ1
CZ2
CZ3
CZ4
FOOT BY CLIMATE ZONE (CZ)
HVAC Electricity Energy Ratio Consumption kWh/m2
Space Cooling (kWh/m2)
13.0
20.6
25.4
32.3
Ventilation (kWh/m2)
15.0
18.8
18.4
15.1
HVAC Natural Gas Consumption mBtu/m2
Space Heating (mBtu/m2)
538.2
547.9
372.4 170.1

FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
CZ5

CZ1

CZ2

CZ3

CZ4

CZ5

73.4
17.4

19.2
36.2

24.5
44.0

50.4
58.8

69.3
84.8

144.2
58.0

241.1

874.0

750.2

902.0

525.3

232.5

Table 2. 2003 CBECS End Use Energy Consumption per square foot for Office Buildings and Full Service
Restaurants. Table 2 ratios represent the energy consumption of the selected group or stock of buildings
(CZ=Climate Zone).
To analyze the variation of energy consumption by changing thermostat settings, it is required to build individual
models by each city that will represent each stock by type of building and climate zone. The individual models are
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built from eQUEST 3.65 default settings, where most of the characteristics are similar to the average characteristics
from 2003 CBECS. Starting with eQUEST default characteristics, the calibration consists of making plausible
modifications to equipment, efficiency and operation hours to best match Table 2 – CBECS 2003 energy consumption
ratios. Once this is achieved, running the model with new thermostat settings should reasonably simulate changes in
energy use in a typical building in the climate zone.
The office building model could be segregated by pre and after 1980 construction and/or by small, medium and
high size, but we prefer to use the midrise individual model to represent the average office stock. DOE reference
model characteristics are used [34, 35], implying a three-floor midrise office with an average area of 4,982 m2 and
one floor restaurant with an average area of 511 m2. The equipment selected for both type of buildings are furnace
unit for space heating and packaged air conditioning unit for cooling. The air distribution for offices is a Variable Air
Volume (VAV) system with a minimum volume set point of 35% except for zone 2 with a value of 30%, and the air
distribution for restaurants is a Constant Air Volume (CAV) system.
With these basic building characteristics set, we vary building efficiency parameters in eQUEST within to
reproduce average CBECS energy consumption data. Similar work on eQUEST for modeling office buildings to
represent CBECS ratios has been done by and Azar & Menasa [36], where furnace efficiency was varied between 80
and 50% to achieve ratios errors within 10% of the CBECS energy ratios. In contrast we decided to keep the efficiency
within boundaries given by the Annual Energy Outlook and DOE reference models intended to reflect the current
building stock: Furnace Coefficient of Performance from 0.7 – 0.8 and the Packaged air conditioning unit Energy
Efficiency Ratio from 8.63 – 9.7. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption ratios of the calibrated Office Building
individual models per city and climate zone vs. the CBECS energy ratios.
The calibrated building models are the baseline set at 21.1°C (70°F) for cooling, heating and design temperatures
for occupied and non-occupied schedules. The supply temperature is set at 12.7°C (55°F) for cooling and 48.9°C
(120°F) for heating. Having developed typical building calibrations for each climate zone, the eQUEST model is run
for the 14 cities and compared with the CBES average. Results appear in Figure 2. The characteristics from each
calibrated individual models are selected from a range of values presented on the U.S. DOE Commercial Reference
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Building Models of the National Building Stock Report [34], Winiarski et al [37] and Annual Energy Outlook [38].
Table 3 shows the final values of building envelope and equipment of the calibrated models, by climate zone.

Fig. 2 Comparison of aggregate CBECS energy use data with calibrated eQUEST model, per climate zone, for
office buildings (CCNH: Concord - New Hampshire, MNMN: Minneapolis - Minnesota, JNAL: Juneau - Alaska,
CLOH: Columbus - Ohio, BSMC: Boston - Massachusetts, PHPA: Philadelphia - Pennsylvania, WDDC:
Washington DC - District of Columbia, SLMS: St. Louis – Missouri, TLOK: Tulsa – Oklahoma, LRAR: Little Rock
– Arkansas, ATGA: Atlanta – Georgia, HSTX: Houston – Texas PHAZ: Phoenix - Arizona, MIFL: Miami –
Florida)

OFFICE BUILDING

FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT

Insulation (R-values)
Roof

Furnance
(COP)

Wall

PACU
(EER)

Operation
hours

Furnance
(COP)

PACU
(EER)

Operation
hours

CZ 1

21

12

0.7

9.7

8am - 6pm

0.8

9.7

11am - 10pm

CZ 2

18

7

0.7

9.7

8am - 7pm

0.8

9.7

11am - 11pm

CZ 3

14

17

0.7

9.7

8am - 7pm

0.8

8.63

11am - 12am

CZ 4

14

4

0.8

9.7

8am - 6pm

0.7

8.63

11am - 11pm

CZ 5

12

4

0.7

9.7

8am - 6pm

0.7

8.63

11am - 12am

Table 3. Average characteristics of buildings by Climate Zone (CZ) in calibrated model. PACU =Packaged airconditioning unit, COP = Coefficient of Performance, EER = Energy Efficiency Ratio. Office building air
distribution: Variable Air Volume (30-35%). Restaurant air distribution: Constant Air Volume.
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Most of the calibrated models results on an average variability between +-5% CBECS average and individual
cities.

Exceptions are office building gas consumption in climate zone 4 (+25%), restaurant space heating

consumption in Climate Zone 1 (+30%) and restaurant consumption in Climate Zone 5 (-40%). As concluded by Azar
& Menasa high deviations for heating results are expected, and there is not enough CBECS data from Climate zone 5
to calibrate the individual models. We consider that error ratios could be also originated from differences between
each city’s outdoor temperature and user preferences. However, as Figure 2 shows, the results by climate zone are
homogenous for what we conclude that all the calibrated individual models are valid and are set as the baseline for
our analysis.
4.2 Marginal savings by climate zone per thermostat change
Starting from the calibrated eQUEST model from the previous section, thermostats settings are modified by increasing
and decreasing the temperature by +-0.6°C (+-1°F) degree for both cooling and heating temperature occupied and
non-occupied hours from 20°C (68°F) to 26.1°C (79°F). Although savings could be greater if a set-back is defined
for non-occupied hours (higher temperatures in summer and lower temperatures in winter), our goal is to propose a
simplified thermostat strategy that could be applied year-round by facility managers.
From these variations the marginal savings are calculated to build a relationship between variations of thermostat
temperature versus variation on energy consumption. This is calculated for each type of building for each city at
different climate zones for cooling (electricity consumption) and for heating (natural gas consumption). Figure 3
shows the average of the 2-3 cities for each climate zone for Full Service Restaurants. As expected, savings on cooling
are larger in warmer climate zones, and savings on heating are greater in colder climate zones. With an initial
thermostat setting of 21.1°C (70°F), increasing the thermostat setting by 0.6°C (1°F) in summer can reduce 0.6% to
1.0% of the total electricity consumption; meanwhile reducing the thermostat setting by 0.6°C (1°F) in winter can
reduce 1.2% to 2.5% of the total natural gas consumption.
Figure 4 shows the average of the 2-3 cities for each climate zone for Office Buildings. From an initial thermostat
setting of 21.1°C (70°F), increasing the thermostat setting by 0.6°C (1°F) in summer can reduce 0.4% to 1.0% of the
total electricity consumption. Reducing the thermostat setting by 0.6°C (1°F) in winter can reduce 6.5% to 8.7% of
the total natural gas consumption. The results are in the range of other references which predicts energy savings in
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summer of 1 to 3 percent per each degree (°F) when the thermostat is set above 22.2°C (72°F) [7], and 5% to 10%
percent per each degree (°F) when the thermostat is set below 21.1°C (70°F) in winter too [8, 16].

Fig. 3 Restaurant – Potential Electricity and Natural Gas savings for
(a) increasing summer thermostat settings from 21.1°C (70°F) to 21.7 (71°F) and 22.2 (72°F). and
(b) reducing winter thermostat settings from 21.1°C (70°F) to 20.6°C (69°F) and 20°C (68°F).

Fig. 4 Office Building – Potential Electricity and Natural Gas savings for
(a) increasing summer thermostat settings from 21.1°C (70°F) to 21.7 (71°F) and 22.2 (72°F). and
(b) reducing winter thermostat settings from 21.1°C (70°F) to 20.6°C (69°F) and 20°C (68°F).
\
4.3. Potential national scale energy savings with recommended thermostat settings
With the results from the marginal savings by climate zone analysis, we can extend the analysis to a national scale.
We run the calibrated eQUEST models from a thermostat set at a baseline of 21.1°C (70°F) to our recommended
thermostat setting values from Table 1. For summer, the cooling setting is 22.8°C (73°F) for climate zones 1, 2, 3 and
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23.9°C (75°F) for climate zones 4 and 5. For winter, the heating setting is 20°C (68°F) for climate zones 1 and 2,
21.1°C (70°F) for climate zones 3 and 4, and 22.2°C (72°F) for climate 5. Note that the last setting increases energy
use above the 21.1°C/70°F baseline while all the other new settings reduce energy use.
After running eQUEST with the new settings, the changes in energy savings per area are calculated for both
building types in five climate zones. The change in national energy use is estimated by multiplying building area per
climate zone by the energy saving intensities. The calculations and results appear in Table 4. As expected, potential
energy savings for cooling (electricity) are greater for warmer climate zones, as potential energy savings for heating
(natural gas) are greater for colder climate zones.
The marginal saving of energy per type of
building and climate zone are taken from
the simulation results
Cooling - Potential Electricity Savings
Recommended thermostat setting °C (°F)
Electricity savings (kWh/m2) from
assumed thermostat setpoint of 21.1°C
Building area w/ electrical cooling (10^6
m2)
Potential Electricity Savings (million kWh)
Subtotal Total Electricity Savings (million
kWh)

CZ1

OFFICE BUILDING
CZ2
CZ3
CZ4

CZ5

CZ1

FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
CZ2
CZ3
CZ4
CZ5

22.8
(73)

22.8
(73)

22.8
(73)

23.9
(75)

23.9
(75)

22.8
(73)

22.8
(73)

22.8
(73)

23.9
(75)

23.9
(75)

1.74

2.07

2.49

5.38

7.32

4.74

5.92

9.69

12.1

17.4

116.1

220

185.8

179

131

16.3

30.94

12.3

30

30.5

202

456

463

968

965

77

184

119

364

533

3,050

1,280

Total Electricity Savings (million kWh)

4,330

Heating - Potential Natural Gas Savings
Recommended thermostat setting °C (°F)
Natural Gas savings (mBtu/m2) from
assumed thermostat setpoint of 21.1°C

20
(68)

20 (68)

21.1
(70)

21.1
(70)

22.2
(72)

20
(68)

20
(68)

21.1
(70)

21.1
(70)

22.2
(72)

65.0

68.0

0

0

-39.1

77.7

78.9

0

0

-25.5

Building area w/ gas heating (10^6 m2)
Potential Natural Gas Savings (billion Btu)

104.1
6,765

175
11,882

122.6
0

118
0

28.99
-1,133

13.2
1,025

26.57
2,096

7.15
0

25.2
0

13.8
-351

Subtotal Natural Gas Savings (billion Btu)

17,514

Total Natural Gas Savings (billion Btu)

2,771
20,285

Table 4. Potential energy savings on national scale with recommended settings for mechanical conditioned
buildings (electrical cooling and ventilation and natural gas heating)
5. Results
From our previous analysis, the results show that thermostat changes to the recommended minimum settings
would save: 3,100 GWh in electricity and 17,510 billion Btu in natural gas, in office buildings, which represents 1.4%
of the total office building electricity and 6.5% of natural gas site consumption (CBECS 2003, Table E7A and E5A).
Meanwhile, changes to thermostat settings in full service restaurants could achieve savings of 1,300 GWh in electricity
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and 2,770 billion Btu in natural gas. This represents 2.0% of the total electricity and 1.4% of the total natural gas site
consumption. Using an annual average retail price in 2013 of 0.10 $/kWh for electricity and 7.89 $/MMBtu for natural
gas and total potential savings for both types of buildings of 4,400 GWh of electricity and 20,280 billion Btu of gas,
the annual savings is $600 million in utility expenditures and 69.6 million GJ of primary energy. In terms of carbon
dioxide, the savings is an annual reduction of about 1% of CO 2-eq emissions from office buildings and restaurants.
To provide a reference point, the savings from thermostat settings is comparable to the total energy generation by U.S.
solar PV generation in 2015, 83.6 million GJ [39].

Our results are contingent on the modeling elements used: eQUEST, ASHRAE 55-2013 and the CBE Thermal
comfort tool. As eQUEST was calibrated to reproduce energy use of average building stock, the functionality required
is reasonable simulation of energy use shift associated with thermostat change. Prior work comparing empirical
consumption data, eQUEST and EnergyPlus model results suggests the model is robust for our intended use [40]. Our
modeling is predicated on the idea that the ASHRAE 55-2013 model appropriately predicts occupant comfort. While
there is a good deal of empirical input informing the model, there is a needed for additional verification including the
clothing and climate issues. There are also calls to move providing comfort away from “dissatisfying the fewest” to
achieve more personalized comfort for occupants. For example, Brager et al [16] explore how the winter thermostat
setting range could be lowered by installing portable individual heating devices to accommodate variability in
preferences.
Using a 21°C (70 °F) baseline thermostat setting is an important input. While this assumption is used in the
literature and matches our anecdotal experience, we believe there is a need for future development of datasets that
describe usage patterns of commercial buildings, including thermostat settings. Since this research uses 2003 CBECS
energy consumption ratios, the projection of potential savings could moderately vary once the analysis is updated to
the stock of buildings presented on 2012 CBECS.
6. Discussion
Thermal comfort is important for office worker productivity and the customer experience in retail and restaurant
spaces. Organizations managing these spaces are thus motivated to be concerned about thermostat settings. While
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more empirical evidence is needed, there are indications that comfort is often not delivered in commercial spaces and
that changing thermostat settings to improve comfort would also reduce energy use. This observation leads to two
related questions: 1. How might the intersection of organizational practice, comfort and energy use be better
understood? 2. How might the co-alignment of comfort and energy saving goals encourage organizations to pay more
attention to the issue? Focusing first on better characterization of the issues, note there is a lack of data on commercial
thermostat settings and the comfort of office workers and customers. For the U.S., the low hanging fruit to improve
the data situation is to add questions on thermostat settings to the Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS). As the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) already includes questions on thermostat settings,
extending to CBECS should be straightforward. We do not detail the variety of situations in other countries on how
existing survey instruments could be modified to address thermostat settings.
It is not currently clear to what how different organizations think about and implement thermostat settings. While
it is important that more information be collected on this issue, we speculate on how the co-alignment of comfort and
energy savings might affect organizational behavioral. Organizations have two motivations to be interested in energy
use: economics and customer perception of sustainability. For economics, while there is potential to save on utility
expenditures for energy reduction, the savings are fairly modest. Potential nationwide savings for office buildings and
restaurants for our thermostat settings total $600 million. Translating this into facility level savings per restaurants
yields an average annual saving of $510 per facility. Thermostat settings must, however, compete for a restaurant
manager’s attention among many other issues, it is not clear that if $510 savings is sufficient. Note however that these
are average values and that there are buildings (large and/or inefficient ones) with much larger savings. Building
energy audits tend to focus on envelope and HVAC improvements, often neglecting to evaluate potential savings from
operational changes. Provision of facility specific information to building managers about the potential to save energy
from both infrastructure and operational changes would raise awareness of the effect of thermostat settings on energy
use.
Recent decades have a rise in the importance of sustainability as a lens through which organizations are evaluated.
Paired with concerns over climate change, firms are increasingly measuring, reporting and mitigating their carbon
footprints. Changing thermostat settings can mitigate carbon while generating income, so can be an attractive measure.
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For organizations active in sustainability, carbon benefits may draw attention and action on thermostat settings. This
said, carbon mitigation motivated by sustainability reputation is still its infancy and arguably mainly the domain of
larger firms in certain sectors.
7. Conclusion
Considering that potential savings by thermostat settings are comparable to all 2015 total solar PV generation in
U.S., our results create a motivation for increased government activities to understand thermostat settings and comfort
because their energy implications relate to a public good, climate, rather than simply being a private sector affair. Note
that thermostat settings are already being pursued as an energy efficiency strategy in some countries such as Japan
and the UK [19, 41].
The last lesson to mention is the importance of seasonal changes in thermostat scheduling. The key issue is that
occupant-clothing choice, influenced by climate, allows thermostats to be set closer to the outdoor temperature, and
in turn, save energy. There are many possible ways to make thermostat settings differ by season. For management
simplicity, we developed two seasonal thermostat settings, one for fall/winter, one for spring/summer. While we did
not analyze other types of commercial buildings, we expect similar results. One strategy to make a variable setting
easier for a facility manager is to automate the process. If seasonal settings are built into the default of smart
thermostats, benefits could be gained with only the initial investment. A smart thermostat could go well beyond the
two-season setting studied here and automatically adjust according to weather conditions.
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